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Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.,
nephew of the late
President John F. Kennedy, will speak at
MSU Thursday. Page 2

SPORTS:
The MSU Racers add a
big basketball recruit
— who may be the key
to new coach Scott
Edgar's first recruiting
effort. Page 10
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WASHINGTON — The United
States is offering emergency
relief and normalizing trade
with the Soviet Union as a
bipartisan Senate group warns
of disintegrating control over
the ex-superpower's nuclear
arsenal. Page 3

PADUCAH, Ky. — The
machinists union says an intent
to strike notice sent to Lourdes
Hospital was a formality and
that it will continue to negotiate
for a new contract. Page 9

SPORT
LEXINGTON — Kentucky
scored 106 points and made 16
of 32 3-pointers in its seasonopener. Page 10

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The number of Americans filing new
claims for unemployment benefits surged to a seven-month
high in early November as
493,000 out-of-work people
sought help in a one-week period, the government reported
today. Page 2

FORECAST
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low
around 40. Light southwest
wind. Friday: Mostly cloudy.
High in the mid 50s.
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1-800-756-4A1R
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
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KENTUCKY LAKE
355.2, +0.2; below 301.4, -0.7
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Bush changes
course on civil
rights directive
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi- of the civil rights objectives," Fitzdent Bush prepared to sign land- water said.
The original draft statement dealt
mark civil rights legislation today
as he abruptly changed course on a with guidance to federal agencies
presidential order that would have on how to comply with the new
ended preferential hiring and prom- civil rights law, Fitzwater said.
otions for women and minorities.
In the course of internal admiA furor arose overnight to the nistration review, "a lot of people
proposed order, and by morning pointed out ... that it's being widepress secretary Marlin Fitzwater ly misinterpreted," as an attempt to
said the statement was being com- thwart civil rights goals, he said.
pletely changed.
Fitzwater said that instead,
Civil rights activists who also Bush's statement today praises the
saw the proposed directive Wed- new civil rights law, and "affirms
nesday night said it would have our commitment to carry out the
turned back affirmative action and law in all its provisions, and
civil rights goals by blocking any restates his longheld conviction
government programs that give that affirmative action is useful in
women or minorities preference in guaranteeing opportunity in this
hiring or promotion or other country."
policies.
However, there was still a prosThe statement was written for pect that the earlier proposed direcBush to deliver today when he tive to federal agencies still might
signed the hard-fought civil rights be issued at a future time, said one
legislation. The White House administration official. Gray's laninsisted Bush did not know of the guage in that draft had strong supdraft, which was prepared by White port among some administration
House Counsel C. Boyden Gray. conservatives, the source said,
Fitzwater said alarm bells went speaking on condition of
off in some White House quarters anonymity.
where the language by Bush's legal
The sources who saw the earlier
counsel was reviewed.
draft said it would have Bush
"By the end of the process last rescinding federal guidelines dating
night, the whole thing was being to the Nixon administration that
rewritten. Clearly we don't want established standards for employers
any language that indicates we're and the courts to use in determinnot supportive of all the provisions ing whether specific hiring pracof the law, that were not supportive tices, including tests, are legal.

Economic bill
seeks to end
start-and-stop
policy 'chaos'

A farewell to friends

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Assoclatad Pros. Writor

T.M. McNally, an instructor in the English department at Murray
State University and winner of the 1990 Flannery O'Connor Award,
presented a farewell reading Wednesday night at the MSU Eagle Gallery. McNally will be leaving MSU at the end of the semester. The
reading was sponsored by the Business Council for the Arts and the
Staff photo by Cyrus Mull
English Student Organization.

Administration says bill may cost jobs
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush administration says 106,000
construction jobs could be lost by
year's end if Congress doesn't
break a legislative logjam and get
federal highway money moving to
the states.
The potential loss of jobs comes
as the country is trying to recover
from the recession while fighting
the highest unemployment rates in
five years.
California faces the biggest losses, according to the estimates,
made available by the Transportation Department. Many states
would be affected to some degree.

And the situation could get
worse, industry officials said.
The American Association of
Highway and Transportation Officials projects a loss of 409,000 jobs
throughout the economy over several months if highway spending is
not quickly restored.
It estimated that the ripple effect
could reach $27.8 billion-in terms
of lost productivity, contracts' and
employment opportunities. It said
these effects would take about a
year to be fully felt.
Tom Larson, head of the Federal
Highway Administration, said his
agency estimates worst-case job

losses in the 600,000 range if
spending authority is not restored
soon.
Congress is trying to pass highway and transit authorization legislation to replace the five-year bill
that expired Sept. 30. Without the
authority to spend highway money,
some $1.7 billion in aid to states
cannot be allocated for the final
quarter of 1991.
So far, agreement has been
reached on the overall scope of the
measure, setting spending at $151
billion over six years. But differences remain on many major and
minor provisions. Congressional

leaders have promised to reach a
compromise before adjourning next
week for the rest of the year.
Trying to increase pressure on
Congress to pass a bill, the Transportation Department on Wednesday issued a four-page document
calling the situation a crisis and
contending that delays have created
"a drag on economic recovery."
Congress is well aware of the
link between the transportation bill
and jobs. But most members
choose to emphasize the numbers
of jobs that will be created when
legislation is approved, not how
many jobs will be lost if it is not.

Banking bills nearing final votes in both houses
WASHINGTON (AP) — Lawmakers prepared for final votes
today on legislation protecting 110
million depositors in the nation's
commercial banks.
A final vote was scheduled in
the House and was possible in the
Senate on bills lending up to $70
billion in taxpayer funds to the
nearly insolvent Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.
"I'm deeply worried that if we

do not recapitalize the bank insurance fund immediately, we could
cause a financial panic," said Rep.
Frank Annunzio, D-Ill. "All it
would take is a few more bank failures to cause a financial
holocaust."
In theory, the FDIC would repay
the borrowing by selling assets
from failed banks and by charging
surviving banks higher insurance
premiums. But private analysts and

National winner

the FDIC itself warns that the $70
billion could fall short and that
banks may not be able to repay all
the borrowing.
On another front, Reps. Charles
Schumer, D-N.Y., and Esteban
Torres, D-Calif., are working on
compromise legislation that would
avoid or postpone a controversial
cap on credit card interest rates
contained in the Senate banking
bill.
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David Potts, a senior at Calloway County High School, became the
first national FFA winner from Calloway by capturing the Nursery
Operations Proficiency Award at the 64th National Future Farmers of
America Convention in Kansas City, Mo. last week. Potts received a
$500 cash award and a spot on the two-week FFA International
Travel Seminar this summer in Europe. Potts (right) is congratulated
by Dr. Larry Case, national FFA advisor,-

Senate debate on the banking bill
began a week ago but ground to a
halt Tuesday night, sending senators into caucus rooms and offices
to work privately on compromises.
They were joined by Treasury Secretary Nicholas F. Brady.
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine, said late Wednesday that leaders of the Banking
(Con1'd on page 2)

Democrats claim Bush
ignoring rural recession
way it is."
According to Sen. Patrick Leahy,
Associatscl Press Farm Writs(
chairman of the Senate Agriculture
WASHINGTON — Senate Committee, many of the programs
Democrats accused the Bush admi- passed by Congress to create jobs
nistration Wednesday of sabotaging in rural America are on htild and
programs that could help break the awaiting money from .USDA.
"Unfortunately, while we were
recession's hold on rural America.
But Roland R. Vautour, the waiting for the administration to
Agriculture Department's under- join us in an effort to invest in rursecretary for small community and al America's future, the economy
rural development, said the farm of rural America has gotten much
sector "remains healthy and worse very quickly," Leahy said.
According to Leahy, one in eight
strong."
Democrats disagreed angrily dur- rural Americans is out of work —
ing a heking of the Senate Agri- 20 percent more than a year ago.
culture Committee on the needs of Unemployment in rural areas is 27
percent higher than in urban areas.
rural America.
"There is a jobs crisis in rural
are
not
"Things
healthy and
strong," said Sen. Kent Conrad, America right now," Leahy said.
D-N.D. "We're going in the wrong "The administration should cut
through the bureaucratic red tape
direction and virtually nothing is
that slows the delivery of federal
being done about it."
assistance to communities and
In North Dakota, he said, 25 perbusinesses."
cent of the rural population is livLeahy said USDA documents
ing in poverty and wheat prices are
show that 94 percent of $32 million
at a 50-year low.
set aside to provide credit to rural
"They put the lie to the statebusinesses was sitting idle in a fedment that we are healthy and
eral account halfway through the
strong," Conrad said. "We're not.
- e—
don't think you're telling it the
year.
.
By JENNIFER DIXON
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — Economic
pragmatism, not politics, is the
primary aim of a bill to remodel
Kentucky's economic development
apparatus, according to the measure's architect.
Rep. Bill Lear, D-Lexington,
said the goal is to eliminate the
chaos that now results with the
inauguration of each new governor.
"The problem is, right now you
have an economic development
policy that starts and stops and
changes every four years," Lear
said.
The General Assembly's Economic Development Task Force
approved the proposal Wednesday
by a vote of 24-1. The 1992 legislature will take up the bill when it
meets in January.
Under the proposal, the Kentucky Economic Development Partnership would be created to hire a
full-time director who would have
all the duties of the current secretary of the Economic Development
Cabinet and then some. The
21-member partnership board
would include the governor as
chairman, plus some appointments
made by him and others selected
from interest groups such as the
AFL-CIO, the Farm Bureau and the
Chamber of Commerce.
The legislation includes authority for the new agency to contract
with private companies to offer
many of the services now performed by state agencies.
It was applauded by a Massachusetts consultant who helped
draft the plan.
"You're establishing ongoing
professionalism," said Belden
Daniels.
Lear, who was chairman of a
committee of lawmakers and business leaders who made most of the
recommendations contained in the
bill, said consistency was the point.
He insisted that the governor's
position as chairman of the new
agency and in charge of appointing
most members ensured the highest
elected officer of the state would
retain a significant role in economic development.
"The governor remains very
powerful in this program," Lear
said.
But Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has
criticized the idea.
In a presentation to Leas's committee this past summer, Wilkinson
said his administration has been
successful in economic development efforts and defended some
political considerations in the
process.
The next governor, Brereton
Jones, may have a different
opinion.

Reader survey
shows Bible book
of biggest impact
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bible was the overwhelming
choice of American readers as
the book that has made the biggest difference in their lives,
according to a nationwide
survey published Wednesday.
Ranked a distant second was
the Ayn Rand novel, "Atlas
Shrugged," followed by M.
Scott Peck's "The Road Less
Traveled," Harper Lee's "To
Kill a Mockingbird" and "The
Lord of the Rings" by J.R.R.
Tolkien.
The Bible received 166 votes
in the survey conducted earlier
this year for the Book-of-theMonth Club and the Center for
the Book at the Library of Congress. The Rand novel won 17
votes and the others received
fewer votes.
They were followed by a
three-way tie, with tight votes
each for Margaret Mitchell's
"Gone With the Wind," Dale
Carnegie's "How to Win
Friends and Influence People"
and the Book of Mormon.
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Business economists see no new recession
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite
gloomy economic reports, top business economists believe a new
recession will be avoided although
the recovery will be subdued,
according to a report released
today.
"Despite recent disappointing
economic news, most forecasters
still feel that a recovery is under
way," the National Association of
Business Economists, or NABE,
said in a summary of its early
November survey.
But the consensus view of the 45
economists is that the gross national product will grow just 2.0 percent at an annual rate in the current
quarter, slower than the 2.8 percent
advance projected in a similar poll
in August.
And the survey forecast "subdued" growth of 3.0 percent during 1992. That would be just half
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not foresee any double-dip recession over the next year or so.
The NABE survey found the reason cited most often for a lethargic
recovery was "the high level of
consumers' indebtedness." That
debt, it said, will restrain consumer
spending to 2.3 percent growth in
1992 — just 40 percent of the normal rate of increase in a recovery.
But it forecast housing starts to
rise nearly 20 percent in 1992,
from 1.01 million units this year to
1.20 million.
"If realized, this would be sufficient to generate a double-digit
increase in real residential investment next year, making this the
fastest-growing sector in the economy," the summary said.
At the same time, the survey
found that business spending will
be slower than usual. "Nonresidential fixed investment is

of the average growth during the
first year following previous recessions after World War
"Conviction among the panelists
is nearly universal that the anticipated recovery will prove less robust than usual," the summary said.
Still, "less than 10 percent of
those surveyed expect the economy
to slip back into recession within
the next year," it added.
The GNP is the nation's total
output of goods and services and
the broadest measure or economic
health.
The NABE results were similar
to those of another poll in early
November by the newsletter Blue
Chip Economic Indicators that
found 43 economic forecasters projecting fourth-quarter growth at a
1.9 percent annual rate, followed
by 1992 growth of 2.4 percent.
The Blue Chip survey also did

Jobless claims surge to almost 500,000
WASHINGTON (AP) — The was the highest number of new
number of Americans filing new claimants since the week ending
claims for unemployment benefits April 20, when there were 500,000
surged to a seven-month high in people fresh to unemployment
early November as 493,000 out-of- lines.
"We definitely have the echoes
work people sought help in a oneweek period, the government of some pretty bad conditions that
we had witnessed earlier this
reported today.
Jobless claims jumped by 39,000 year," said Robert Brusca of Nikkduring the week ending Nov. 9, up o Securities.
The claims number can be
from the previous week's mark of
454,000, the Labor Department extremely volatile from week to
said. It was the third straight week and analysts hesitate to read
increase in claims and followed a too much into a one-week movesharp 33,000 spurt the week before. ment. But Brusca noted this latest
The 493,000 people seeking help rise is part of a three-week trend
in the first full week of November and puts the claims level close to
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The Village, Hwy 641 North
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enter the securities business and
establish branch offices nationwide. The second dropped the securities provisions but kept interstate banking.
The third version, scheduled for
a vote today, eliminates both
changes and, thus, all of President
Bush's original proposals for comprehensively overhauling the banking system.
The House Rules Committee

(Coed from page 1)
Committee were putting together a
package that, if accepted, could
clear the way for passage late
today.
The House this month has twice
rejected banking legislation that, in
addition to rescuing the FDIC,
would have expanded banks' business opportunities in hopes of shoring up their profits.
The first bill allowed banks to

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., son of
the late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy
and nephew of the late President
John F. Kennedy, will speak at
Murray State University tonight.
Kennedy's free address on environmental issues is open to the
public and begins at 7:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center ballroom. His
appearance on the campus is sponsored by the Student Government
Association.
Kennedy is a clinical professor
and supervising attorney at the
Environmental Litigation Clinic at
Pace University Law School in
New York. In addition, he serves
as senior staff attorney for the
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decided Wednesday to forbid any
attempts to amend the third bill and
permit only a vote to accept or
reject it.
The administration said in a
statement that it supported adoption
of the narrowly drawn House bill
"to move forward with the legislative process." It hopes for a final
product more to its liking when the
House and Senate bills are melded
by a conference committee.

Hudson River Fishermen's Association and senior attorney for the
National Resources Defense Council, according to Brian Fowler, lecture chairman for the Murray State
University Center Board.
Earlier in his career he served as
assistant district attorney in New
York City. He has worked on several political campaigns and was
state coordinator for Sen. Edward
Kennedy's 1980 presidential
campaign.
He has earned a reputation as a
defender of the environment with a
litany of successful legal actions
including prosecution of governments and companies for polluting
the Hudson River and Long Island
Sound; winning settlements for the
Hudson Riverkeeper; and suing
sewage treatment plants to force
compliance with the Clean Water
Act.
A graduate of Harvard University, he studied at the London School
of Economics and received his law
degree from the University of Virginia Law School. Following graduation, he attended the Pace University School of Law, where he
earned a master's degree•in environmental law.
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In fact, today's number lends
weight to the argument that the
recession may have never ended,
he said.
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Since then, the claims level
improved over the summer but then
started to worsen again this fall.
That probably means U.S. companies are still having to cut workers,
analysts said.
"Things are getting worse again.
This doesn't look like any economic recovery that I've seen before,"
Brusca said.

Kennedy to speak at MSU
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hit in the spring.
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expected -'to grow 3.0 percent in
1992, about three-fifths the normal
rate of growth for this stage of a
recovery," it said.
And the forecasters suggested
that the unemployment rate would
remain "stubbornly high, falling
from 6.7 percent in 1991 to only
6.5 percent in 1992."
"If there is a silver lining to be
found in this otherwise cautious
assessment of the economic outlook, it is that the inflation rate is
expected to decline," the summary
said. It said the Consumer Price
Index would increase by 3.5 percent next year, compared with a 4.2
percent rise this year.
The NABE poll projected the
federal budget deficit to jump to
$350 billion in fiscal 1992, up from
the record $268.7 billion in 1991.
The Bush administration is forecasting a $348.3 billion imbalance.
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Panel finds problems at centers

News of tilt World
MONEY FOR MOSCOW
WASHINGTON — The United States is offering emergency :whet and normalizing trade with the Soviet Union as a bipartisan Senate group warns of
disintegrating control over the ex-superpower's nuclear arsenal. President
Bush announced Wednesday he was authorizing $1.4 billion in credits and
grants to the splintering country to forestall famine this winter. The credits
come on top of $2.5 billion in loan guarantees previously approved. At the
same time, the House voted 350-78 tb normalize trade with the Soviet Union
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bolster the Soviet economy, there was renewed concern that hunger and
public unrest in the next few months could result in the Soviet government

iUt-

losing control over its 30,000 nuclear weapons.
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CRANSTON FIRES BACK
WASHINGTON — At once contrite and defiant, Sen. Alan Cranston called
his Senate colleagues hypocrites in a final, emotional defense against accu-
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Smokers wanting to kick the habit can trade their cigarettes for apples,
sandwiches or even lottery tickets as the American Cancer Society celebrates its 15th annual Great American Smokeout today.
Each year the American Cancer Society asks smokers to refrain from
lighting up for one day in hopes of encouraging a long-term change in
lifestyle.
"Smoking remains the number one preventable cause of death in this
country," Stan Tannenbaum, chairman of the American Cancer Society's
Illinois Division, said Wednesday in a statement. "That's more than
AIDS, crack, heroin, cocaine, alcohol, murder and car accidents
combined.
"One non-smoker dies of secondhand smoke for every eight smokers,
making secondhand smoke the third most-preventable cause of death,"
Tannenba4m said.
For today's Smokeout, the cancer society has encouraged businesses,
schools, hospitals and copnunity groups to help smokers by providing
support and incentives fk them break their dependence on tobacco.
In New York, "Cosby" kid Keisha Knight Pulliam, rapper D-Nice and
actress Susan Anton were among the famous faces Wednesday at a countdown for the Smokeout.
"Mom, Dad and my two brothers: please stop! I love you," Anton, star
of the "Will Rogers Follies," said at an American Cancer Society news
conference to promote today's anti-smoking promotion.
"Everyone who smokes: put your cigarettes out for a day and set a
good example for the kids," advised D-Nice.
Appearing with the performers was Janet Sackman, a former Miss
Chesterfield and Lucky Strikes model, who has throat and lung cancer.
"It couldn't happen to me: I said that every day for 33 years ...," said
Sackman. "In those days, we didn't know what it could do to you."
"I should have never smoked. But now, it's too late," she said.
In Buffalo, N.Y., administrators at the Erie County Medical Center
chose today to begin a new policy banning smoking not only in the building — a policy common in many hospitals — but on the grounds.
"I've heard employees say they would go to their automobiles on their
breaks to smoke," said George McCoy, the hospital's chief executive
officer. "Nowhere near the hospital will you be allowed to smoke."
McCoy said he is trying to kick the smoking habit himself "to set the
example.
In Illinois, the state public health department is asking smokers to trade
their cigarettes for crunchy red apples and anti-smoking literature. Workers from the department planned to offer the swap in front of Chicago's
State of Illinois Center. At one Chicago hospital, smokers who turn in a
pack of cigarettes will get a state lottery ticket in return.
And in suburban Chicago, sandwich shops in Morton Grove, Northbrook, Glenview, Evanston and Highwood, part of the Subway chain,
promised to give a free six-inch cold turkey sandwich to smokers who
turn over their cigarettes.

More than two-thirds say they think the economy is getting worse, and barely 5 percent think it's getting better. These pessimistic expectations add to
indications that the recession hasn't bottomed out, since consumers have
'not regained the confidence they need to spend more freely. "You usually
even when we are still in a recession,
see people's expectations picki
said Harold Zullow, a researchNIL -at Columbia University who specializes in economic psychology. For the poll, ICR Survey_ Research Group of
Media, Pa., interviewed 1,012 adults Friday night through Tuesday. News
that the stock market fell Friday in the fifth-largest Dow Jones point drop
ever may have boosted the number who think the economy is getting worse.
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TUBERCULOSIS RETURNS

NEW YORK — Virulent new strains of tuberculosis — including some that
drugs can't kill — are escalating among the nation's frail and destitute years
after modern medicine appeared to have conquered the disease. Some
3,520 new cases of TB were diagnosed in New York City last year, a 38
percent increase from the 2,545 cases reported in 1989. And this week, the
local Health Department and the federal Centers for Disease Control
reported a dramatic rise in the city's drug-resistant tuberculosis rate. The
findings come on the heels of reports from prisons in New York City and
Auburn that 13 inmates and a guard recently died of drug-resistant tuberculosis. But health officials say the tuberculosis problem is not limited to New
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ASIAN AIRCRAFT AGREEMENT

TOKYO — The world's largest aircraft makers, hard-pressed for cash to
develop high-tech planes, are increasingly seeking Asian partners to keep
their competitive edge. The dearest evidence came Tuesday, when McDonnell Douglas Corp. announced a $2 billion preliminary agreement to sell 40
percent of its commercial aircraft manufacturing operations to a Taiwan-led
investor group. The world's two other leading jet makers, European consortium Airbus Industries and Boeing Co. of Seattle, Wash., also have been
courting broader business links with Asia. Western aircraft makers have
long farmed a portion of manufacturing operations out to plants in Asia,
where production costs are lower.
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WON'T LET CROSS WORDS COME BETWEEN THEM
SAN JOSE, Calif. — Leslie Hamilton and Neil Nathanson exchanged a lot of
crosswords before she found the solution to their puzzling passion. The cou-

ple, who met two years ago while doing puzzles in a cafe, agreed to marry
after Nathanson proposed in a crossword published Sunday in the San
Francisco Examiner. As many as a million readers got the same puzzle, but
it had special meaning for the word-crossed lovers. Answers to several
clues applied to Hamilton, and the kicker was spelled out on four lines:
"DEAR LESLIE, WILL YOU MARRY ME — NEIL." "I was having trouble

;U

solving the Leslie clue, but I figured out that he was asking me to marry him
when I read 'Dear blank, will you marry me,- Hamilton said Wednesday. "I
said 'yes' right away and we didn't even finish the puzzle."
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
broad set of goals announced by
Kentucky's top health agency
would allow the use of public
funds to help people stop using
tobacco products.
The list of 181 goals for the year
2000 by the Department of Health
Services ranged from fighting tooth
decay to losing weight, but it was

Tax forms won't
darken holidays
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Internal Revenue Service, seeking to put a little distance
between taxes and the holiday
spirit, said today it will delay
mailing 1991 tax forms until
after New Year's Day.
"We don't want to intrude on
the holiday season," IRS
spokesman Frank Keith said.
"People should spend the day
after Christmas reading Christmas cards."
Keith said the Postal Service
has been asked to delay delivering the packages of tax forms
until Jan. 2. The more than 100
million packages constitute the
largest mailing handled by the
Post Office each year.
Until 1990, the forms traditionally had begun showing up
in mailboxes on Dec. 26. Last
year the IRS delayed delivery a
couple of days, and this year's
change is just a continuation of
that idea. "Taxpayers have
enough going on during the
holidays without worrying about
taxes," Keith said.
Some things never change,
however. The filing deadline
remains April 15.

the suggestion that local health
departments help people stop
smoking that drew the attention of
Kentucky lawmakers.
"There's a lot of things that are
much more important than getting
people to stop smoking," said Rep.
Donnie Gedling, chairman of the
General Assembly's Tobacco Task
Force. "I would be opposed to it."

The "Healthy Kentuckians
2000" report says otherwise, however. It notes that the U.S. Public
Health Service "has identified
cigarette smoking as the most
important preventable cause of
death in our society."
To smoke or not to smoke will
be on the minds of Kentuckians
and others across the country today

during the American Cancer Society's Great American Smokeout, in
which smokers are encouraged to
put their cigarettes down for a day.
The suggestion for public funding of top-smoking programs was
not something Dr. Carlos Hernandez, commissioner of the Department for Health Services, was
eager to discuss .
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"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow"

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
'4'

753-4175
Glendale at Whltnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille Stock #92062
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Attention: All 1984 to 1.991 Cadillac Owners
You could be eligible for a $2,000.00 Cash Rebate
directly from Cadillac toward the purchase of a
new 1992 Sedan DeVille or Brougham.
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Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo., Inc. rekTsrnorle"1"
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600 Tyson Ave. - Hwy.79 S., Paris,
1-800-325-3229
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invites
you to

Thanksgiving at the Lake
Thursday & Friday, November 28 & 29

All You Can Eat Buffet
Children 4-12 years.i.1/2 Price

$725
3 Years and under FREE

Serving Hours: Thursday, November 28 - 11:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday, November 29, 11:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

of 8
Family Thanksgiving at Paris Landing fun and easy. Reservations for parties
4).
or up to 300. Call 901-642-4311, ext. 450. (Tuesday-Friday 8 til

menu—

yigitud2121Creamed Potatoes

Italian Green Beans
Sweet Potato Casserole
Chuckwagon Corn
Broccoli Casserole

Chet Carved Buffalo & Steamboat Round
Turkey & Dressing w/Giblet Gravy
Baked Ham
Southern Fned Quail
Catfish Fillet

Sliced Baked Apples

Salads

Fresh Fruit Ambrosia
Plus Full Salad Bar

Potato Salad
Cranberry/Orange Relish
Crabmeat Salad
Pecan Pie
Banana Pudding
Granny's Punchbowl Cake

Peach Cobbler
Dietetic Desserts
Cheese Cake
Chocolate Cake Square

Homemade Chess Pie
Cookies'n Cream Pie
Apple Pie

our most popular seafood Items.
Friday evrming menu will also Include some of
Resort Parks)
Tennessee's
(Register for Fre* Weekend at Ono of

A
M
)
1111411014
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American Heart V
Association

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
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Pumpkin Pie
Hot Fudge Cake
Caramel Pie

We're Making a Difference.
•

Ross Insurance Agency

•
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Fresh Cranberry Salad
Cole Slaw
Pasta Salad

0
0

Holsinger Jr., chief medical director of the department, said in anticipation of the hearing.
Curran, a health care specialist
for the congressional General
Accounting Office, conducted her
investigation for the House Government Operations subcommittee
on human resources and intergovernmental relations.

•Taxes, 141.4 and adrrunrstratrve Ise addrtonai

Public funds could be used for anti-smoking campaign

;ocithe
Dunlecitate

hospitals she visited. And she said
a broader examination of records
found 30 VA hospitals had high
numbers of patient complications
and other indicators of substandard
care.
VA officials disputed the
findings.
"At this moment, we really do
provide first-rate care," Dr. James

By The Associated Press

ECONOMIC EXPECTATIONS LOW
NEW YORK — About half of Americans in an Associated Press poll say
they don't expect their family finances to be better next year than this year.

ice.

mine them at all," said Mary Ann
Curran, a congressional health care
investigator. "Nurses allowed
patients with life-threatening illnesses to languish for hours, even
days, without monitoring."
Curran told a House subcommittee Wednesday that she found serious medical problems at all six
Department of Veterans Affairs

Great American Smokeout
aims at healthier nation

sations that he had unethical dealings with savings and loan mogul Charles
H. Keating Jr. The angry last stand by 77-year-old California Democrat, who
was formally rebuked Wednesday for his part in the "Keating Five" case,
provoked an outraged response from one of his iffors on the Senate Ethics
Committee, Republican Sen. Warren Rudman of New Hampshire. Rudman
called Cranston's defense — that he did nothing that other senators don't do
— "arrogant ... and a smear on this institution." "Everybody doesn't do it,"
Rudman said.

er-

4.2

I

WASHINGTON (AP) — Serious
medical problems at veterans hospitals, including unsupervised
interns and inexperienced medical
personnel, have caused some
patients to die, congressional investigators charge.
"I examined chart after chart
where attending physicians rarely
examined patients or did not exa-

by approving a trade agreement that would give Moscow most-favorednation status. That means Soviet imports, like those from most other U.S.
trading partners, would have the lowest available tariffs, which is likely to
encourage trade and investment. While those efforts were being made to

be
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Located 16 miles East of Paris, TN on
Hwy. 79 on Beautiful Kentucky Lake
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Trackless, 100% Nylon
Carpet, Dense, Bright
Colors with Monsanto
Stain Blocker & with
Factory Approved Pad

WiNet.
From $13.99 sq

yd
In stock or on orders of
70 yds or more

QUEEN CARPET
What makes a great carpet deal? E
Beauty. Durability.Price.Precisely
what you'll find right now at Carpet
World,yource rti lied Wear-Dated®
Carpet Dealer.
Wear-Dated Carpet keeps its
beauty longer. It's the one with
locked-in protection, performance
tested in real homes across the
country. Just ask us. We're the pros
with all the answers. The right se- '-VISAIMASTERCARD ACCEPTED
lection. And the right price.
MON-SAT. TILL 5:00
After all, it takes a great dealer to
make a great deal.

WEAR DATED'
CARPET

et
)
e-Tr
"
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"LARGEST STOCK IN
THE SOUTH"
"A PRICE TO FIT ANY
BUDGET"

hair

8 ml. S. of-Murray, Ky or 14 mi. N. of
Paris, TN

Puryear, TN.-1-800-264-4941
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November 22 is day to remember

For those who are old enough to
remember it, November 22, 1963 is
a day that we can recount in detail.
Most of us know exactly where we
were, whom we were with, what
we were doing, perhaps even the
clothes we wore and the songs that
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
were playing on the radio.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
It was a Friday, the only Friday
of the season we didn't have a pep
rally for a football game. The final
contest of the year would come the
following Thursday, with the annual Thanksgiving event, the Metuchen vs. Highland Park game. The
pep rally for that would be WedDear Editor:
night, with a parade downnesday
Rusto
traveled
Recently the Murray High School Tigers football team
a huge bonfire. We
and
town
sellville for the playoffs. After a heartbreaking loss our team came home
the white line on
paint
to
planned
only to find their cars and trucks vandalized. I believe this is an outrage'
in honor of the
blue,
Street
Main
It's bad enough to endure abusive language by the opposing team's fans.
occasion.
•
But to return to your home town to find this? What is our communit
That morning we had an assembcoming to?
ly, just as we had every other FriI was born and raised in Murray and have always been proud of it. until
Though I cannot recall the
day.
did
now. Why was this done? Were these kids jealous or what? Whoever
I imagine we saw one of
program,
this is a sorry bunch of kids who haven't learned the value of life or true
films like "Hemo
educational
those
friendship! I know they will not confess but when they read this they'll
the Magnificent" or heard a speakknow their deeds did not go unnoticed!
_er., like the president. of Kiwanis,
We as a community should stand together and be proud of our children - talking about the importance of
and their accomplishment. We need to teach our children that pulling
being active in the community. He
together as one we can set certain goals and standards for them to follow.
would have worn a gray suit and
Then and only then can we all live in the nice community I have grown to
black glasses, and we wouldn't
love.
have made too much fun of him
Sandra Wright
because he'd have been some706 North -18th, Murray
body's father.
Later in the day, when lunch was
over, we seniors were especially
unwilling to return to our classDear Editor:
rooms. It was, after all, a warm,
The Bill of Rights Tour has moved to the next stop on its 26,000-mile
sunny day. More like Indian sumjourney following a most succesful visit to Kentucky. This unprecedented
50-state tour began in Barre, Vermont, Oct. 10, 1990, to the cheers of
thousands who had a chance to closely examine the document that is the
foundation of all the freedoms we enjoy, including the freedom to write
this letter.
Aside from a few malcontents along the way who attempted to mar the
event with their distortions and bellicosity, the reception to the Bill of
Rights has been enthusiastic, patriotic and moving.
On behalf of the several hundred employees of Philip Morris Companies Inc. who have worked to make the tour a reality, I want to express
our sincere gratitude to the people of Kentucky for the marvelous hospitality, the warm reception and the many courtesies and kindnesses that
were extended. We are proud to have had an opportunity to have a small
part in celebrating the 200th anniversary of the Bill of Rights and to have
been able to share in that celebration with the people of Kentucky.
Mary A. Taylor, Director of Special Projects
Philip Morris Co. Inc., 120 Park Ave., New York, NY 10017

smiiiimmom

DANIEL T. PARKER
WALTER L. APPERSON
Managing Ed'tor
Publisher
TED DELANEY
General Manager

Letter-, to till' Editor

Outraged by abuse of players' cars

Bill of Rights tour a success

MAIN S'INEET

Li

Constance Alexander
Ledger & limes columnist
mer than late fall, it was a perfect
afternoon to stroll hand-in -hand
with your boyfriend, or sit on the
benches outside school and talk
about plans for the weekend.
When the bell rang, we sauntered listlessly into U.S. History II
class. Sprawled in our desks and
chatting randomly, we waited for
our teacher to arrive. We called
him Mr. Abrahamson to his face,
but behind his back he was "Honest Abe" or "The Brow," because
of his incredible eyebrow. It
stretched across his forehead uninterrupted, a thatch of black hair
that was a constant source of
amazement to us. "Why doesn't his
wife make him shave that thing?"
we'd ask each other regularly. "It's
gross."
When Mr. Abrahamson rushed
into the classroom at 12:30,,about
15 minutes late, he was jacketless,
and his tie was flung over his
shoulder, as if he'd run all the way
up the stairs and down the hall to
our classroom, Room 212. "There's
been an accident," he blurted. "The

president's been shot."
Before we could react, he was
out of the room again. He did
pause at the door to tell us that he
was on his way back down to the
faculty room. "I'll let you know as
soon as I know anything."
It didn't seem real to us, or m4be it seemed all too real. There was
no talking as we sat there and
waited. I remember Mark Shangold
nervously playing Cat's Cradle
with a thick, brown rubber band
he'd found on the floor. Wendy
Well calmly opened her German
book and started the homework
that wasn't due until Monday. I
prayed silently and convinced
myself that the president couldn't
die. He was young, and seemed so
vigorous. Besides, he survived
PT-109, didn't he?
Kennedy was our president, the
man who made the first of the baby
boom generation believe in Camelot, the Peace Corps, and the President's Physical Fitness Program.
He made speeches that brought
whole countries to their feet, shout-

ing "Ken-ne-dy! Ken-ne-dy!" in a
hypnotic cadence more associated
with sports events than politics.
He quoted poets and ancient
Greek philosophers with ease, and
his quick wit disarmed many a
sharp reporter in those press conferences that we never complained
about watching, even when they
pre-empted our favorite TV shows,
"Mr. Novak" or "Dr. Kildare."
His wife was young and his
children were adorable. And the
fact that he had children — very
young children — meant that he
and his wife. Well, you know...
At 1:05 the principal announced
that the president was dead, and
school was dismissed for the day.
As students thronged the halls, a
strange silence pervaded. Instead of
the metallic clash of lockers being
slammed there were only quiet
clicks. Most of us left school
empty-handed, forgetting books
and assignments. Nothing much
seemed to matter.
Since that day in 1963, history
has recorded the many imperfections of John Kennedy, but I still
cannot forget the tremendous vitality he brought to his job. How he
smiled as he waved to crowds at
his inaugural parade; how he said
"Ich bin em n Berliner" in that rousing speech to the Germans; how he
seemed to get a genuine kick out of
"Hail to the Chief." "My favorite
song," he called it, with a grin.
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Thanks from Locust Grove Church
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Locust Grove Missionary Baptist Church, I would like
to express our appreciation for the excellent publicity your paper provided
prior to the church's 150th Anniversary Program that was held on Oct. 20.
A special thanks to Jo Burkeen of your staff for her assistance and
cooperation in working with us to make our program a success. Approximately 200 people joined us for our special day of celebration.
Johnny McDougal, Program Committee chairman
Locust Grove Baptist Church
Rt. 8, Box 975, Murray

AER thanks merchants for auction
Dear Editor:
The 19th annual Alpha Epsilon Rho TV Auction raised approximately
51,500 over the three nights over MSU-TV 11. The members of the
national broadcasting society would like to thank the following merchants
for donating items for the auction:
Allison Photography, Bank of Marshall County, Bank of Murray, Bare
Necessities by Carlene, Benson Sporting Goods, Big "B" One Hour
Cleaners, Bonanza of Mayfield, Boone Laundry Cleaners, 'Breds Baseball, Carolyn's Corner, CMB Computer Center, Cherry the Florist,
Chuck's Music Center, Coast to Coast, Cook's Jewelers, Crash Comics,
D.K. Kelley. Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, Domino's Pizza, Dumplins', Fantastic Sam's, Faye's,
Flicks, Gallery 600, Gene and Jo's Flowers, Grandma's Goodies and
Gifts, Good News Shoppe, Hair Art, Happiness Place, Hardee's, Heart
and Tole, HT Marketing, Inman's Jewelry, Jim Adams IGA, Jerry Risley,
Judy's of Murray Florist, Kentucky Fried Chicken, Keynote Music, Kings
Rower Shop, Kut-N-Kurl, La Diamondique, Lady Racer Volleyball, Lady
Racer Basketball, Lakeland Spring Water, Log Cabin Restaurant, Mademoiselle Shop, Merle Norman, Michelson Jewelers, Mr. Gatti's,
Mr..I's—Lady I's,
Mountain Valley Water, Murray Appliance, Murray Cablevision, Murray Florist and Gifts. Murray State University Theatre Dept., Murray State
News, Murray Supply Co., Murray Tae Kwon Do, New Life Christian
Center, New Wave, Pappy Jack's Pro Sports, Pappa John Pizza, Perkins
Photography, Pinewood Primitives, Piggly Wiggly, Pia/ Hut, Promotions
Plus Tique Shoppe, Racer Basketball, Red Oak Bridles to Britches,
Robert's Barber Shop, Roy's Pharmacy, Rudy's Restaurant, Santa's Attic,
Shoe Shack, Snapshot Photo. Storey's Food Giant, Subway, Sunset Boulevard Music, Taco John's. The Book Rack, The Bookstore, The Cherry
Branch, The Gallery, The Goodbook Store, The Pet Kingdom, The Shoe
Grill,
Tree, The Soap Opera, Thurman Furniture, Tony's Sports Bar &
Bunga
Unga
Bookstore,
Trs Barbecue, Turner Publishing Co., University
WalkMusic, Uniforms of Murray, Victor's, Video Gold Movie Rentals,Center,
Tanning
System
Wolff
Store,
Drug
Wallis
Cards,
er's Comics and
WKMS-FM.
Robert K. Wilkerson, Auction Coordinator
Alpha Epsilon Rho, Murray State

MFD changing Christmas program
Dear Editor:
Once again the Murray Fire Department is preparing to make Christmas
a little brighter for the needy children of Murray and Calloway County.
We realize that this is a busy time for each of you as you prepare for
the Christmas rush. Therefore, we will not be soliciting contributions on a
door-to-door basis.
This year we are changing our program. We will not host a party for
the children. Instead, we will have the parents pick the toys up, take them
home and enjoy a normal Christmas at home with their families.
We still need your help! Each year we average over 400 children,
which takes lots and lots of toys. If you would like to make a contribution
(monetary or otherwise), please let us know. You can contact me at
762-0320 or Cynthia Haugen at 762-0321 from 8 am. to 4 p.m. weekdays. You may leave your contribution at the downtown station in the
office or with the Assistant Chief on duty. You may also mail your contribution or give us a call and we will gladly come by and pick it up.
your continued help and support can
The need is great and only
children.
these
for
brighter
Christmas
make
we
James Pat Scott, Chief
Murray Fire Department
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MAGIC HE AIN'T.

Kerrey notfirst to havejoke backfire
By WALTER R. MEARS
An Aseecisted Press Nears Analysis

WASHINGTON — Candidates
never learn, so campaign after
campaign, somebody running for
president blurts a tasteless joke and
is forced to a rueful apology when
it becomes public. Sen. Bob Kerrey
is the latest but won't be the last to
run afoul of his own locker room
humor.
Off-color or ethnic jokes were
political hazards long before candidates and head tables were wired
for sound and television. Now
they're even riskier, as the Nebraska senator discovered.
The crude joke he told was about
two lesbians in a bar and a man
who wants to pick up one of the
women; in this version, the man is
supposed to be rival Democratic
candidate Edmund G. Brown Jr.,
the former California governor.
A cable television microphone
was recording when Kerrey told
the joke to Arkansas Gov. Bill
Clinton, another presidential candidate, at the head table of a Democratic fund-raising dinner in Bedford, N.H., last Friday.
Four days later, the San Francisco Examiner reported the incident.
The joke itself was too explicit to
be fit for print, which may be a
break for Kerrey. At least it can't
be widely retold.
When Ronald Reagan had joke
trouble in New Hampshire, it was
over an ethnic story told on a campaign bus in 1980. Reagan's joke:
"How do you tell the Pole at the
cockfight? He's the one with the
duck.
"How do you tell the. Italian?
He's the one who bets on the duck.
"How do you know the Mafia
was there?

"The duck wins."
When that one was reprinted,
Reagan at first tried to brush off
the criticism it drew. Then he said
that he had told the joke as an
example of the kind of ethnic
humor that offends people and
shouldn't be repeated.
The Kerrey defense was similar.
He said he'd told Clinton the lesbian story as they swapped samples
of the bad jokes that sometimes are
suggested to candidates.
"During a private conversation
at a roast last weekend, there were
a lot of inappropriate jokes being
told and repeated," Kerrey said in
a written apology on Tuesday. "I
made a mistake in repeating one I
shouldn't have."
"I'm quite aware that it
offended people and I apologize,"
he added during a campaign visit to
AIDS wards at San Francisco General Hospital.
He said it was insensitive, "a
sort of locker room discussion."
President Bush has generally
been prudent with his humor: a
suggestion that Michael Dukakis
thinks a naval exercise is something in Jane Fonda's workout
book was about as racy as he got in
the 1988 campaign.
But in 1984, after his vice presidential debate with Geraldine Fer-

raro, he told supporters, "We tried
to kick a little ass last night," and
was chagrined when the remark
was picked up on a newsman's
microphone. He later said he talked
that way but didn't like to do it in
ne
968, Spiro T. Agnew said
ant no ethnic slur, only
hlpublic.locker room humor, when he
walked past a sleeping reporter of
Japanese ancestry on his vice presidential campaign plane and asked:
"What's wrong with the fat Jap?"
After that wound up in print,
Agnew apologized and lamented
the loss of the "camaraderie that
exists among men which allows
them to insult one another in a
friendly fashion."
For political candidates, that's as
long gone as Agnew is.
The really safe jokes for a candidate are the self-deprecating kind,
sometimes used to advantage to
deal with a political problem, as
were Reagan's about his age or
John F. Kennedy's about his family
fortune.
"I will not make age an issue in
this campaign," Reagan said in
debating Walter F. Mondale in
1984. "I am not going to exploit ...
my opponent's youth and
inexperience."
One of Kennedy's rebuttals to
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assertions that his family was trying to buy the White House in
1960 was his tale of a telegram
from his father: "Don't buy a
single vote more than is necessary.
I'll be damned if I'm going to pay
for a landslide."
Former Rep. Morris K. Udall,
who ran second to Jimmy Carter in
all the 1976 primaries, joked in
quitting that campaign: "The people have spoken, the bastards."
Richard M. Nixon's attempts at
campaign humor led more often to
awkward silence than to laughter,
as when he saw the stewardesses
from his campaign plane at a
reception in 1968 and described
them as "our B girls."
Carter wasn't given to joking,
either, although he sometimes tried.
When his popularity was plunging,
just before the 1980 campaign he
lost, Carter told a Baltimore crowd:
"It really is a pleasure to see people waving at me with all five
fingers."
Reagan was a master at the
microphone, but he sometimes forgot when it was on. In the most
celebrated of those episodes, in
1984, he did a voice check for a
radio address with this line:
"All right, my fellow Americans, I am pleased to tell you today
that I have signed legislation that
will outlaw Russia forever. We
begin bombing in five minutes."
Once, warming up with lines
from a speech on the economy, he
added:
"And I am prepared to tell you,
it's a hell of a mess."
• • • •
(Walter R. Mears, rice president
and columnist for Tim Associated
Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more
than 25 years.)
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
General admission tickets
for play available Friday

Fantasy Players to perform
"Pinocchio" in Murray tonight
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The live stage production of
"Pinocchio" will appear tonight at
7 p.m. at the Murray Middle
School Auditorium.
The play is produced by the
World of Fantasy Players and is on
a coast-to-coast tour of more than
100 cities. The local engagement is
being sponsored by Murray Business and Professional Women.
The World of Fantasy Players
are celebrating their 25th year of
touring the country presenting such
shows as "Cinderella," "Snow
White," "The Magical Land of
Oz," "Popcye," and "The Wonderful World of Fantasy." The cast is
composed of talented and aspiring
young actors, actresses and dancers
and has changed every year or two
over the quarter century.
The coordinating influence over
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Tickets for "Pinocchio" will be on sale at the door for tonight's
performance.

BCA discusses new proposal at November meeting
By CYRUS AFZALI
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these 25 years has been the World
of Fantasy Players producer, Philip Morris, internationally famous
illusionist and costumer headquartered in Los Angeles, Chicago and
Charlotte, N.C.
Even though his business has
grown over the years to make him
one of the largest theatrical costumers in North America, he
devotes time and attention to making each season's production of the
Players a sparkling and fascinating
presentation.
Murray BPW, local sponsor of
"Pinocchio," is especially happy to
be able to bring to town wholesome, high-quality entertainment
suitable for children and their
parents. Admission will be $4 for
children and $5 for aduts. Tickets
will be on sale at the door.

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The Business Council for the
Arts decided to send a proposal to
broadcast television spots with the
BCA logo supporting the Kentucky
Education Reform Act to the
executive committee rather than
taking a vote at November's

monthly meeting.
This motion was made because
the council's president and a other
members were unable to attend this
month's meeting.
In his committee report for the
Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts
Festival, Albert Sperath said they
will be discussing options for additional educational opportunities at

the festival, such as having local
artists conduct demonstrations.
The civil rights committee,
chaired by Dr. Roger Reichmuth
and Mark Hunt, will be meeting
with representatives of the minority
community Dec. 12 at 7 p.m. at the
Commerce Centre to discuss ways
arts organizations can better serve
these groups.

In other business:
'The committee welcomed Flo
Buffington as the new representative from the Calloway County
Public Library. Buffington replaces
Gerry Recd.
*Karen Balzer of the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company said the
group is preparing to begin a membership campaign in the future.

Erwin brothers to tour
with ballet company
Ben and Steve Erwin, sons of
Stephen and Patti-Mitchell Erwin
of Hazel, will be touring with Ballet South through December.
Both full scholarship students at
the Alabama School of Fine Arts in
Birmingham, Ala., Ben and Steve
were invited to perform with the
professional company during its
"Nutcracker"tour.

They were discovered by Artistic
Director Sonia Arova during the
Ballet South performances in Murray two years ago. They were subsequently awarded full scholarships
to the company's training school,
The Alabama School of Fine Arts.
Both studied two years prior to
the offer with Nancy Z. Nemey in
Murray.
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Ship All Your Packages Here

TI
Ben and Steve Erwin will perform "The Nutcracker" on tour in
December.
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"
Hobbit
"The
'of
Joint production
y craftspeople eligible to use the
Barbara Harrell, a wood artist
Crafted" logo and parti"Kentucky
Murray, was one of 26 craftsbegins Dec. 6 at Legion Theatre from
the state's marketing
in
cipate
Kentucky's
people accepted into
"In a hole in the ground there
lived a hobbit. Not a nasty, dirty,
wet hole filled with worms and
oozy smell, nor yet a dry, bare
sandy hole with nothing in it to sit
down on or to eat; it was a hobbit
hole, and that means comfort."
With these words, Gandalf, the
Wizard and Narrator, will open the
Dec. 6 to g performances of "The
Hobbit" at the Legion Theatre in
Mayfield. Jointly produced by the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company
and Purchase Players, this Christmas treat is choreographed by
Karen Balzer and directed by Kim
Olive.
Appearing in the production are
Nora Wise as Gandalf, Shea Cope
as Bilbo Baggins (the Hobbit), Kim
Childress as Dwalin, Junior Jackson as Balin, Sandy Kilbourne as

Bilfur, Gary Potts as Bofur, Amanda Majors as Bombur, Shane
Yancey as Thorin, Kelly Knotts as
Gollum, Amy Rose as the Elvis
Queen, Emily Wilson and Angel
Walker as the two elves and Jennifer Teems and Tammy Akers as
Smaug.
And so, this is the story of how
Bilbo had an adventure, and found
himself doing and saying things
completely unexpected. Curtain
time is 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 6 and 7
and 2 p.m. on Dec. 8. For further
information, please call
502-247-5977.
Purchase Players and the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company are both
funded in part by a grant from the
Kentucky Arts Council, a state
agency.

WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
Nov. 25
Auditorium.
Concert — Quad State Junior Band, free, 7 p.m., Lovett
Dec. 1
Senior
Concert — "The Road to Christmas," First Baptist Church
St
Adults Choir, free, 7 p.m., 203 S. Fourth
perforChristmas Open House — Murray Woman's Club; musical
2 to
free,
Choruses,
mances by Calloway County and Murray High School
4 p.m., 700 Vine St
through Dec. 11
Gallery.
Exhibition — "Luis Garrido Tapestry," free, MSU Eagle

LAKE HAVEN CENTER r
Mature Adult
Psychiatric
Services
Quality Care - Close to Home
For Consultation and Information
Phone 901-642-1220, Ext. 646

activities. More than 100 of the
nationally acclaimed Craft Making "Kentucky Crafted" participants
Program at its fall jury session.
can be seen at the 1992 Kentucky'
Work is evaluated by a panel of
Craft Market, Jan. 24 to 26, Kencraft professionals from across the
Fair and Exposition Center,
tucky
techdesign,
country for quality of
which marks the 10th
Louisville,
nique and originality. The Craft anniversary of the state-sponsored
Marketing Program, a division of
event.
the Economic Development
The next jury session is scheCabinet, assists craftspeople in
selling their crafts on a wholesale duled for May 1992. Kentucky
level to gift stores across the coun- craftspeople interested in particitry. The program has received pating in the program or utilizing
national acclaim for its efforts to other services may contact the
market the state's crafts and con- Kentucky Craft Marketing Progtinues to maintain high visibility ram, 39 Fountain Place, Frankfort,
Ky. 40601-1942 or call
throughout the country.
There are currently 314 Kentuck- 502-564-8076.
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"Try Walter's
Pharmacy - We
Care About
Your Health"
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753-7688

519 South 12th

Hardware

Available At
Participating
Ace Hardware Stores

NOVEMBER 9 1

Holiday Light Timer
se/Free Extension Cad
for all your holiday lighting and
security needs Single on/off cycle
per day 6 ft 3 outlet cube tap

included ece.te

* Screened-In
Porches
* Home Extensions
* Garages

Installations
Glazing Windows
Vinyl Siding
Remodeling

40%

Walter's Pharmacy

HOME REPAIRS
AND ADDITIONS

388

Outlet Power Strip

'mug suppuirs LAST

The 'practical power solution for home
appliances ond holiday lighting Ul
listed 33543

Jackie Burkeen Construction
•

25 Light Outdoor Set
C9 lights, in assorted colors Ut. listed
96802

Equipped
Not Stripped

70 Mini Light Sat
Clear or assorted color lights for

1992 C1500 Silverado LWB
'5.0 Liter V-8
s 4 Sp. Automatic
'Chrome Rear Step
Bumper
'
Silverado Trim
'Air Conditioning
s Tilt Wheel
* Cruise Control
'
Stainless Steel
Mirrors
'Cloth Bench Seat
'
Electronically
- • e-N
0I
Tuned AM-FM
Stereo

Stock
#92096

List
Peppers
Discount

'16,709'

Sale Price
Rebate

$14,694°'
- 500'

.ncloor/outdoor decorating LA. listed
issooJi
,

I"x25' Chrome Tape
Top quality, impact res,stont case with
smooth finger lock and tough tip
blade protector eMode in USA' 20)02

— 2,014"

$14il 194°1*

_
-

IiilniM V

318" Cordless Drill
2 speed resersible, Jacobs geared
chuck key storage Includes recharge
able battery 27402

___E • : •
—

•14AMILION
BEACH

Hand Blender
Versatile kitchen tool handles many
lobs, from pureeing baby food to

'Taxes, 1111e. and administrative fee additional

Located on the Fourth Floor of ...

HIC Henry County Medical Center
Tyson Avenue
NIIC
•
Paris, TN

interested groups next time we do a
joint production of this kind."
Stevens has been conducting a
series of British dialect work for
the youngsters, who will improvise
characters as London street urchins
before and during thc performance.
Stevens has get up an atmosphere
of Victorian London both on the
deck of the depot and in the theater's auditorium. Choirs, street vendors and children will create a feeling of a busy community in London and audience members are
encouraged to join in the fun by
dressing in Victorian costume
themselves.
A special treat for audiences will
be a visit by Charles Dickens himself, portrayed by Murray actor
Bob Valentine. Dickens will present one of his well-known public
readings from his work and introduce "A Christmas Carol." Valentine has worked with Stevens in
writing extra material for the show,
which is based on the Lionel Barrymore radio drama. Audiences
will be involved from the moment
they arrive at the Playhouse.
Set designer Pat Skinner and
technical director Kyle Mills arc
working with community theater
volunteers to build a versatile set
which will serve as Scrooge's bedroom, a London street or a
graveyard.
Seating in the Playhouse is limited, so patrons are urged to call
early to make reservations. Thursday, Friday and Saturday performances are at 8 p.m. with Sunday
matinees at 2 p.m. The box office
opens 30 minutes before curtain.
Groups rates are available. Phone
502-759-1752 for reservations.

General admission tickets to
Charles Dickens' "A Christmas
Carol" go on sale Friday at Murray's Playhouse in the Park.
Prices for the event arc $6 for
adults, $5 for senior citizens and $4
for students or children. Season
pass holders have been making
reservations since last Friday, but
scats are still available.
The classic tale of Ebenezer
Scrooge and his hair-raising night
of visits from three ghostly Christmas specters has been a favorite of
children and adults for over a
century.
In the story, Scrooge, played by
Pete Lancaster, is visited by the
ghost of his business partner, Marley, portrayed by Carl Howes. Marley brings on visits by the ghosts of
Christmas Past (Candi Glass Freeland), Christmas Present (Jody
Borge) and Christmas Yet-ToCome (Louise Weatherly) in an
attempt to reform Scrooge's miserly' ways. For those who don't know
the rest of the story, this is an
excellent opportunity to rind out
what happens.
Director Erica Paley Stevens and
Assistant Director Reid Draper are
leading rehearsals for the production which opens Dec. 6. Seven
performances are scheduled.
Playhouse Administrative Assistant Vince Medlock, who serves as
talent coordinator, is working with
Stevens to line up community and
church choirs interested in cooperating on the production.
"We only have three openings
left, and have been in touch with
organizations about filling them,"
Mcdlock said. "It would be great if
we have more groups than we can
use. We would have a pool of
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Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo., Inc. l'cidsr-norte"842-3900
Goo Tyson Ave. - Hwy. 79 S., Paris, TN
"The Only Deal In 7birn!"
1-800-325-3229

blending milkshakes Includes mxing
cup 61169

RAY
MUR
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

208 E. Main St.
753-3361
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CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK

Thursday, Nov. 21

Thursday, No. 21
Murray-Calloway County Hospi:121 Board/5:30 p.m./board room.

Jo Burkeen

Murray Today editor

Xi Alpha Phi of Beta Sigma Phi/7
p.m./Chamber of Commerce witb
Candy Webb as hostess.

A Gymnastics' Meet will be Saturday. Nov. 23, at South Marshall
Middle School. This will be for Connie Smith Gymnastics and Melissa
Gunn Gymnastics. Warmups will start at 9:15 a.m. and Tumble Competition at 10 a.m. The public is invited and there is no admission charge.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Infor762-1385.
INFO V1 oman's Club meeting()

o rn.11iazel Community Center.

Alpha meeting Saturday

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
Nov. 23, at 10 a.m. at the club house. Jean Baltz will present a program on
'Nutrition for Better Health.• Claire Resig will give the devotion. Hostesses
will be Gerry Reed, Eleanor Larson, Debbie Tidwell and Pauline Waggoner.

Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center. St.
Leo Catholic Church.

.IIEATRES

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
Oaks Country Club Membership
meeting/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
Bible Study/1 p.m.: Social Concerns Committee/4 p.m.: RCIAr7
p.m.

1:30
3:25
7:10
9:10

Deceived
(PG13)

All I Want For
Christmas (G)

1:30
3:15
7:00
900

All Shows-All Times
Only $1.50
Weekend at Bermes
(PG13)

1:30
3:25
705
905

RenUour Erm‘ii•••.it ih. M41%
Ch....lima • 75:1-3311
Open ti:.im I.. 10:pm

Singles' events scheduled

Couple married 25 years
Bobby and Barbara Hodges of Rt. 6, Murray, are today, Nov. 21,
cekbrating their 25th wedding anniversary. They were married in
Henry County, Tennessee, in 1966, but hoe liked in Murray all of
their life. Mrs. Hodges, daughter of Mrs. Noble Scarbrough and the
late Mr. Scarbrough, is self-employed. Mr. Hodges, son of Thomas
Hodges and Mrs. Essie Morris, is a mechanic at Calloway County Bus
Garage. They have one daughter, Tammy Hodges, and one son,
Robert Hodges.
h)llight

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m.

$5.95

A Sports Card Show, sponsored by Murray Band Boosters, will be Saturday. Nov. 23, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Murray High School, 501 Doran Rd.,
Murray. Available are 25 tables at $30 each. Door prizes will be given at
10:04 a.m., 12:04 p.m. and 4:04 p.m. Admission will be $1 with children
under 12 at 50 cents. Concessions will be available. For information call
Bobby Martin, 753-5411 or 753-6992.

Christian Men's Fdlowship/First
Christian Church/6 p.m./Golden
Corral Restaurani

Fall Family Holiday Night for Kirksey Woodmen of the World Lodges 170
and 810 will be Friday, Nov. 22, at 6:30 p.m. at Camp WOW, U.S. Highway
641 North, Murray. The food will be furnished and door prizes will be
awarded. All members and their families are urged to attend, a lodge member said.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Prime Time/9 a.m. and
Visitationf7 p.m.

Holiday Bazaar Saturday

Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women/7 p.m./home of
Vicki Williams.

A 'Holiday Bazaar' will be Saturday, Nov. 23, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at
Calloway County Middle School Cafeteria. The bazaar will be sponsored by
the Seventh Grade Teams and Topics Class at CCMS. The proceeds from
the bazaar will go toward financing an educational trip for the class. Baked
good, holiday crafts and concessions will be on sale. The public is invited

Twin Lakes Antique Car Clubr7
p.m./County Kitchen, Draffenville.
(Cont'd on page 7)

A

The Zeta Department of the Murray 14oman's Club will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the club house. Charlene Kurth will present a
program on "To Be Alive In Such An Age!", according to Bonnie
Jones, program chairman. Pictured at the October luncheon at Lafayette Heights Clubhouse near Frances are Zeta members, from left,
Lula Bingham, Betty Scott, Jean Brandon, Charlotte Barker and
Katherine Russell.

$6.95 Lb

Humane Society plans bazaar
The Humane Society of Callowa0County will sponsor a 'Holiday Bazaar'
on Saturday, Nov. 23, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Baked goods, crafts, jellies, and many more items will be on sale. A
corner cafe will feature homemade pastries, coffee and tea. Persons are
asked to bring items for the sale to the library on Friday, Nov. 22, from 6 to
8 p.m. For more information contact Kandy Crstens, 753-3627.

Califorrtia Connection plans event

Jumbo

California Connection's 'Fall Food and Fun Fest' will be Saturday, Nov.
23, at 6 p.m. in the Hospitality Room of University Branch of Bank of Murray. This will be a potluck dinner with guests bringing their favorite California
dishes. This will be the fourth event planned by the California Connection.
All former residents of California now residing in Murray and Calloway
County are welcome. For information call 753-6529 or 489-2389.

(Minimum Order 5 Las

4
3 Now Taking Orders - Call Bob at 753-1090

4_

Band Boosters plan show

Fall Family event at Kirksey

EaStit'00(11)112-ilar Sat11111(71/
Lb Large

The Singles Organizational Society has events plannid for tonight
(Thursday) and Saturday and Sunday. The group will bowl at 7 p.m. tonight
at Curns Center, Murray State University. On Saturday the group will meet
at 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building to
travel to Madisonville to join their newest addition, the Madisonville S.O.S.
for a dance sponsored by tfikorganization. On Sunday the group will meet
at 1 p.m. at Chamber of Comtherce building to go to LBL Honker or Hematite Trail for 'Last Chance Hike. This is a nonprofit support and social group
for single adults. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224,
Sharon, 1-527-9748, or Rebekah, 1-247-5765.

Deadline For All Orders Is Sunday, Nov. 23, 1991
Orders Will Be Here In Murray Wed., Nov. 27
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Martin's Chapel plans dinner
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its Thanksgiving dinner on Saturday, Nov. 23, at 5 p.m. at the church, located on Martin's
Chapel Road off Wiswell Road. Turkey, dressing and rolls will be furnished
by the women of the church. Others are to bring side dishes, desserts and
dnnks. The public is invited to attend, a church member said.

GREAT GIFT IDEAS
*Thanksgiving Potpourri *Holiday Afgans
*Yard Santas *Scented Candles
*Christmas Baskets *Picture Frames

Realtors' banquet Saturday

Only At...
•

Eastwood Christian Academy will have its annual Christmas Bazaar
on Saturday, Nov. 23, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The academy is located
on Highway 94 East, one mile from Murray. Items on sale will include
crafts, cakes, cookies, Santa items, beans and cornbread. Pictured is
Judy Meals, wearing and displaying some of the many handmade
craft items that will be available. The public is urged to attend the
bazaar, an academy spokesperson said.

Jackets
Sweats
T's

753-7743
Next to Wal Mart

Three newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Tuesday. Nov. 19, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Todd baby girl, mother, Kaptoria
Cation, 103 Chestnut St., Murray,
Ray baby boy, parents, Tarnmy and
James, 207 Gail St Paris, Term,
Wolfe baby boy, parents. Carol and
Roger, At. 3. Box 408, Hardin.
Dismissals
lks. Dorothy Scott, Rt. 1, Box 173,
Murray; Mrs. Louise Allen, Rt. 5. Box

454, Murray, Robert Cox, Rt. 10,
Benton;
Ms. Ruby Lee N,Rt. 3, Box 287R,
Murray; Mrs. Ru4v Juanita Dunn, Rt
2, Box 208, Murray, Mrs. Effie Watkins, At. 2, Hazel;
Curtis Yearry, Rt. 4, Box 270, Murray: Mrs. Miranda Ricks and baby boy,
151 Jenny Lane. Cadiz;
Mrs. Ronda Burks and baby 'boy,
A-10 Fox Meadows. -Murray, Mrs.
Cynthia Haltord and baby boy, At. 3,
Box 434. Benton.
Expiration
L Usrey, Rt 1, Benton

Custom-Made Jewelry
Is More Than A Dream

Gold, Silver,
Diamonds, Colored Stones,
Mother's Rings, Men's Gifts, Cross Pens
Open Saturdays In December
759-1141
,Dixieland Center

Girl Scouts collecting items
Senior Girl Scout Troop 3093 will be collecting hats, scarfs, and mittens in
all sizes for those who need them here in the Murray/Calloway County area.
They have asked all Girl Scouts to join in this effort. All donations of both
new and used hats, scarfs and pairs of mittens or gloves from everyone in
the community will be greatly appreciated. They may be dropped off at any
of the Murray City or Calloway County Schools and at Calloway County
Public Library. The collection will run from Nov. 18 through Dec. 2. Please
help Calloway County's children and adults have a happy and warm Christmas this year,• a Girl Scout said.

Free Thanksgiving dinner planned
A local restaurant will be serving a free Thanksgiving dinner on Thursday,
Nov. 28, to any one who is lonely, hungry or any one who needs family.
Transportation will be provided. This will be to the first 36 persons to call for
reservations. Persons may call the local Need Line office, 753-6333, who is
taking the calls for the local restaurant. The Need Line offices are open 10
a.m. to 12 noon and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Lutherans will serve free dinners

J.T. LEE
Jeweler

The Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors will have its annual
awards banquet on Saturday, Nov. 23, at Murray Country Club. The 1992
officers will be installed at that time. The 1992 Realtor of the Year and the
newly established 1992 Hoyt Roberts Award will be presented at the event.
John Dale will be the guest speaker. Evelyn Pusateri, 1992 president of
Kentucky Association of Realtors, will be a special guest. All board members and affiliates are invited to attend.

Pre-Thanksgiving Sale

Free Thanksgiving dinner will be served at Immanuel Lutheran Church at
100 South 15th St., Murray, on Thursday, Nov. 28, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
This is open to all persons who will be alone for the holiday. Reservations
must be made by Sunday, Nov. 24, by calling 753-6712

Just In Time For The Holidays!

Adult Great Books to meet
Off
Regular Price Storewide
Additional 10% Off
Thursday, Friday & Saturday Nov. 21-23

Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Nov. 25, at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Public Library. Henry Buchanan will lead a discussion of
the book, Iliad by Homer. Anyone who has read the book is invited to take
part in the discussion.

AARF' Chapter will meet
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired
Antiques
ExclusiveGifts

Pef

sons will meet Tuesday. Nov 26, at 12 noon at Majestic Royale, Holiday
Inn. Vivien* Ezell, president, and Marjorie Shroat Dunn, program chairman,
urge all members and interested persons to attend.
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Crick-Tubbs wedding vows solemnized
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silver queen.
In a garden setting of greenery
Jeanne' Scruggs of Hazel was
and blooming flowers, Miss Andra
.Leigh Crick and Bryan Keith
the maid of honor. Bridesmaids
Tubbs were married on a late sumwere Candice Hammons of Aurora,
mer evening at Christian FellowWendy Parker of Nashville, Tenn.,
ship Church at Briensburg.
and April Tubbs of Benton.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Their dresses were of fushia
and Mrs. Jim D. Crick of Murray. satin designed with sweetheart
The groom is the son of Mr. and
necklines and fitted bodices with
Mrs. Eddie Tubbs of Benton.
peplums at the waists underlined
A romantic glow was created by
with deep purple satin. Deep pura white lattice arch covered with
ples bows were at the waists.
purple wisteria, bridal pink roses,
They carried hand tied bouquets
fushia alstromeria, fushia tulips
of fushia anemones, purple statice,
intertwined with grapevine and
and spider plant with pearls and
English ivy. Ranked on each side
tulle.
were Grecian urns of rubruim lillThe flower girl was Jessica
ies, roses, alstromeria, iris, lavenJohnson, Jackson, Term., cousin of
dar wisteria and white cabbage
the bride. Her dress was like the
roses. A seven-branched candelabother attendents, but she carried a
ra, a unity candle, and kneeling
lace umbrella decorated with fushia
bench were intertwined with the
alstromeria and purple statice.
same flowers.
Scott Wagner of Benton was best
Dr. J.T. Parish performed the
man. Groomsmen were Pat Bynum
double ring ceremony.
of Paducah and Todd Cleare and
Music was presented by Miss
Gary Lamb of Murray.
Mareeka Geerdes of Paducah, Miss
Ushers were Kevin Metz of CinTrease Bysee of Union City, Tenn., cinnati, Ohio, Steve Johnson of
Chris Bynum of Benton and Mrs. Jackson, Tenn., Miele of the bride,
Noretta Parish.
Jeff Harlan, Paducah, and Tim HilHearts with tulle, purple wisteria
bricht of Benton.
and fushia alstromeria draped the
The ring bearer was Jesse
pews of the bridal aisle where the
Stampe of Benton.
bride was escorted by her father
The men all wore black
and given in marriage by her
tuxedoes.
parents.
The bride's mother wore a two
pink silk suit adorned with
piece
The bride wore a gown of white
The mother of the groom
pears!.
satin designed with a bateau neckin a two piece suit of
attired
was
line and leg-of-mutton sleeves
corsages were of
Their
le.
periwink
decorated with imnported lace, cymbidium orchids with fushia
pearls and sequins. The basque
roses.
bocice dropped to lace appliques
The register was kept by Melissa
skirt
accenting a full gathered
who also handed out Bible
Wagner
flowing out to a cathedral train
markers.
adorned with pears and sequins.
Directing the wedding was Mrs.
Her veil was attached to a tiara
crown decorated with crystals and Judy Scruggs of Hazel.
A reception followed in the felpearls. She carried a contemporary
hall of the church.
lowship
s,
gardenia
bouquet of calla lillies,
wedding cake, made
melody
The
and
ivy
English
ed
variegat
freesia,
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Mrs. Leroy Bennett, member of the Hazel Woman's Club, placed first
in the Natural History Division and second in the Feature Division of
the Art Contest held at the First District meeting of Kentucky Federation of Women's Club at Kentucky Dam Village State Park. Her first
place win entitles her to enter her photography at the state level next
April.

on the square • 753-9569

Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Keith Tubbs
by Mrs. Evon Towery, grandmother of the bride, was a four-tier
cake decorated with seed pearls,
roses and doves; topped with true
Love pearl adorned doves with
pearly wedding bands; decorated
with tufts of tulls of soft roses.
Delicate pearl leaves of tulle and
pearl trimmed the blossoms on the
cake which featured a lighted fountain with ivy, and seed pearls
adorned the stairways going down
to smaller cakes on each side.
Serving the cake, fruit cascade,
entrees and punch at the bride's

table were Janet Johnson, Tonya
Zipsee, Hannah Geerdes and
Mareeka Geerdes.
Serving at the groom's table
were Julie Scruggs, Amanda Johnson, Rebecca Johnson and Kim
West.
Rebecca Johnson and Latasha
Henson distributed rice bags.
Following a honeymoon in the
Cascades of Opryland, Nashville,
Term., the new Mr. and Mrs. Tubbs
are residing at Benton.
The groom's parents were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner held at
Bonanza Restaurant, Draffenville.

Up to 50% off
Ladies' and Children's Wear
20% off Exquisite Forms
Bras and Girdles
*We carry Nursing Home Gowns and Robes
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Quilting Day promoted

LENDAR
CA
(Cont'd from page 6)
Thursday, Nov. 21
Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Friday, Nov. 22
American Music Recital by members of Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi
Mu Alpha/6:45 p.m./Annex Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission
free.

The National Quilting Association, a non-profit organization
dedicated to promoting the art of
quiltmaking, has begun a national
petition campaign to have Congress
declare a National Quilting Day to
be held yearly on the third Satur-

day in March.
Special events are already being
planned for the first National Quilting Day on March 21, 1992.
Ruth Ann Thompson, NQA publicity chairman, said "the NQA
(Cont'd on page 8)

Rushing wins Dexter quilt

H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
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"Headin' For A Weddin'"/Murray
High School/7:30 p.m.
Executive Board of Murray Band
Boosters/7 p.m./Murray High
School.

Inens in
ity area.
of both
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at any
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Please
Christ-

Friday, Nov. 22
Murray Magazine Club/1:30
p.m./Holiday Inn.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
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call for
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Broadbent Square, Cadiz, Hy.
U.S. 68/1-24 Junction
(502)522-6674

Selena Kay Hill

Calloway
junior named
Selena Kay Hill, daughter of
Frances Hill of Rt. 1, Dexter, and
Gene Hill of Rt. 8, Murray, has
been selected to appear in the 1991
edition of Who's Who Among
American High School Students.
She was also selected for this
honor in 1989 and 1990.
A junior at Calloway County
High School, she is a member of
the CCHS Chapter of Future Business Leaders of America. She is a
straight A honor student.
Hill says she enjoys reading and
horseback riding.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
First United Methodist Church
Senior Adult Fellowship/9:30
a.m./trip to Milan and Trenton.

I 7 p.m
ision of
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Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kevil
Center, South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield.
lurch at

Come see our collection of
beautiful Christmas Decorations
and Unique Gifts.

Senior horn recital by Danna
Raymer/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State. Admission free.

"Pinocchio", sponsored by Murray BPW, at Murray Middle
School auditorium/7 p.m.
Admission/$4 child, $5 adult.

Intercollegiate Rodeo, sponsored
by Murray State Rodeo Club/7:30
p.m./West Kentucky Exposition
Center.
LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

Christmas
Open House
Friday, November 22 • 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday, November 23 • 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday, November 24 • 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Robert F. Kennedy Jr.
lecture/7:30 p.m./Curris Center
ballroom, Murray State University.
Admission free.

Intercollegiate Rodeo sponsored
by Murray State Rodeo Club/7:30
p.m./West Kentucky Exposition
Center.

Broadbent
Foods ez Gifts

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

For clean, beautiful carpets
this Holiday Season, rent
our lightweight, easyPaint & Decorating
to-use Host Machine
and get
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321
COUPON
$3.00 OFF

Large Selection of

Suits &
Dresses

Coupon good thru February 8, 1992

FINTIFXr CASMET FOR IFUNIAll RESOt•CES

Books
Bibles
Calendars
Ornaments
Decorations

HOLIDAY
SALE

goohmank
Just In Time For Christmas!
Perfect Gifts For Everyone
On Your List.

Downtown, Court Square

753-7222

ssette TapesStocking Stuffers
Mugs & Plaques
Games & Puzzles
Cards & Gifts

Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

Downtown — Murray
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MURRAY TODAY

Tanya Dean Bruce, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald K. Bruce of
Nononville, and Jason Wayne Mullen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Mullen of Russellville, were married in a double ring ceremony on
Saturday, Aug. 17, at 5:30 p.m. at
Salem Missionary Baptist Church,
Mortons Gap.
The Rev. Harlin Louins officiated. He was assisted by Dr. Gary
Sharp.
A program of music was presented by Glenna Metcalfe, organist, and Mrs. Cindy Price and Rick
Tomlinson, vocalists.
ed,4z, Given in marriage by her father,
the bride wore a full-length gown
of white bridal satin that featured a
scalloped v-neckline and a drop
basque waistline. The fitted bodice
was entirely overlaid with reembroidered Venice lace, encrusted
with hand beaded pearls, sequins
and accented with a pearl motif.
Her long fitted sleeves were
adorned with hand beaded lace,
beaded pearls, and tapered into
points over the wrists. The skirt
was overlaid with reembroidered
Venice lace, encrusted with hand
headed pearls and sequins.
The gown with a deep v-back
was heavily embroidered and hand
beaded with pearls. The back was
accented by three strands of pearls.
The back also featured a large bow
adorned with lace and a pearl motif
at the knot. The cathedral length
train was edged in recmbroidered
Venice lace.
Her Austrian crystal crown headpiece was highlighted by a solid
seed pearl frame with floral and
beaded touches. The pouf was dotted with pearls attached to a fingertip veil. She carried a cascading

Tired Of Being OVERWEIGHT?
Hollywood kight LOSS Clinic Can HELP I0E.
Vicki Jump
has lost
551/2 lbs. & 53V4 inches

SPECIAL!!

bouquet of white roses and stephanotis, accented with ming fern and
baby's breath.
Mrs. Amy Crawley, sister of the
bride, was matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Miss Ashley Bruce and
Miss Blair Bruce, sisters of the
bride, Miss Maria Anderson of
Florida, and Miss Sandy Johnson
of Michigan.
The attendants wore floral tea
length gowns and earned bouquets
of red roses, mauve alstomeria
white roses, ming fern and baby's
breath.
The flower girls were Miss Alexandria Morgan Crawley, niece of
the bride, and Miss Lauren Bishop,
cousin of the bride. They carried
white satin baskets trimmed with
satin ribbon filled with red rose
petals.
Casey Mullen, brother of the
groom, was best man. Groomsmen
were Nathan Bruce, brother of the
bride; Glenn McGehee of Louisville, Steve Ellingsworth of Illinois,
and Jason Whitten of Missouri.
The ring bearer was Christopher
Bruce, cousin of the bride.
The guest register was kept by
Miss Jennifer Bruce, cousin of the
bride. Programs were passed out by
Miss Amber Whitaker and Miss
Lindsey Bishop, both cousins of
the bride.
The wedding coordinator was
Ms. Kewanna Cumens, aunt of the
bride.
A reception followed in the
church fellowship hall.
The bride's cake was a four
tiered cathedral style cake with the
tiers separated by Grecian columns
filled with pink sweetheart roses
and baby's breath. The cake was
topped with an arrangement of pink

25.w/WEEK
EMENTS
INCLUDES- SUPPL
Free Consultation & Medically Screened
OFFER EXPIRES 11-30-91

One OfThe Nations Fastest Growing Weight Loss Chic-

Call 753-1044
filli i 4'1 1 "V1414)4D
oss•CfinIc

241

By Rainey Appersod

S. 5th St.,

Murray
Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
p.m..
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6

Mr. Ts Menswear & Lady J's Fashions

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

The Murray Woman's Club 1991
cookbook is a collection of favorite
recipes assembled from the 1928,
1938, 1948, 1955, 1967 and 1972
editions combined, with new
recipes from the present
membership.
The large print and the index put
in alphabetical order, makes it a

2 to 2/3 OFF
1
Save /
Up to 75% Off Storewide
300 Suits As Low As '200 Suits As Low As
'59.99
599.99
Sweaters '50-15
75
,
Jeans '60
As Low As 59.99
As Low As '9.99
Dress Shirts '25-45
Dress Pants '50-15
As Low As '9.99
As Low As '9.99
Outer Wear 530100
Split Coats 160-'200
Starting At '9.99
Starting At '19.99

cook's dream to read and use.
Out-going president, Barbara
Brandon, and in-coming president,
Gerry Reed, are so delighted with
the finished product.
Serving as the cookbook committee are these good cooks —
Libby Hart, Dr. Alice Koenecke,
Mug Rigsby, Pat Weatherly and
Barbara Brandon, who .insists she
was just the taster, and they were
the cooks.
Priced at $15, these books may
be purchased in time for Christmas
presents from the following places
of business: Pier I, Treasure House,
Owen's Food Market, Chamber of
Commerce office, Lacy and Ivie,
and Santa's Attic. After Dec. 3, the
Bank of Murray and Peoples Bank
will also have them on sale.
Try this delicious Baked Salmon
Croquettes by Mrs. Don E. (Bonnie) Jones from the new cookbook:
Baked Salmon Croquettes
1 can pink salmon (151/2 oz.)
Milk
2 tbsp. butter plus Pam
2 tbsp. finely chopped onions
1/3 cup all purpose flour
1/2 tsp. salt;
1/4 tsp. pepper

Mr. and Mrs. Jason Wayne Mullen
roses, fern and baby's breath.
The groom's cake was a double
layer chocolate cake trimmed in
basket-weave and adorned with
fresh fruit.
Three banquet tables held an
assortment of hors d'oeuvres and
were decorated with fresh flowers.
Serving were Mrs. Chryl Bishop,
Mrs. Pam Bruce, Ms. Kewanna
Cumens and Mrs. Laurie Bruce, all
aunts of the bride, ancLMiss Edie
Cumens, cousin of the bride.
After a wedding trip to the
Olympic Mountains in Washington,
the new Mr. and Mrs. Mullen are
now residing in Nashville, Tenn.
Bridal events given in honor of
1 tbsp. lemon juice
1 cup crushed corn flakes
Drain salmon, reserving liquid;
add enough milk to liquid to measure I cup; set aside. Spray sauce
pan with Pam, melt butter over low
heat; add onion and cook until tender. Add flour stirring until
smooth. Cook 1 minute stirring
constantly gradually add milk mixture. Cook over medium heat, stirring contstantly, until thickened
and bubbly. Stir in salt and pepper;
set aside. Flake salmon (remove
skin and bones). Add lemon juice,
1/2 cup corn flakes and white sauce
stirring well. Refrigerate until
chilled, shape into croquettes. Roll
in remaining corn flakes. Place on
lightly greased baking sheet_ Bake
at 400 degrees for 30 minutes.
Yield: 8 servings.
• • • •
"Friends of Oakhurst" will have
a display table in the Curris Center
during the "Hanging of the Green"
at Murray State University Sunday,
Dec. 8, at 5 p.m. The public will
get a chance to see the many items
made of the Murray tartan, that
Friends of Oakhurst are selling.
The items will be on sale in the
MSU Book Store. Working at the
table will be Betty Lowry, president of the organization, Amy
Kassing, Kathy Kopperud and me.
During the holiday season in this
community, there is something for
everyone.
• • • •
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will host its
Third Annual Dickens' Christmas
on Friday, Dec. 6, and Saturday,
Dec. 7, from 6 to 9 p.m. Everyone
is invited to attend the two-night
gala to be held for the first time on

ALL ITEMS ON SALE STOREWIDE
Some

i/2 price

/Some /Some

NEW CROP

/Some

PECANS

2 for 1/ 3 for 1 / 4 for 1

ARE HERE

All Clothing Must Go!
Nothing Held Back!
Complete Liquidation.
SHOP EARLY — SAVE BIG
Store Hours For This Sale
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.

After 18 years in the clothing business this
successful an honorable business is closing down.
Our lease is 4 Dec. 31, 1991. We must be out.
Everything must go. Great sacrifices will be made
on all merchandise. Shop early for best selection
and SAVE BIG-BIG-BIG.

IESI VILO SCUD NLYES & PIECES
' NUMMI PRANS...hasted/Saltel
Kentucky Nut Corporation
IN
Box 150, Hickman, KY 42050 • DJSTOM CIACIIIK OF YOU! SHELL
& 101E5
PAC
CMS
CORI
PLUS
NEW
'
Phone (502) 236-2662

New Thermaline
Solid Vinyl Windows...
Built Stronger to Help You
Save on Energy Costs and
Maintenance Expense

to some lucky shopper.
Register each time you are in the store.

We will relocate & continue Formal Wear — to
be your Formal Wear Specialist.
Mayfield Plaza
Mayfield, KY
247-1500

Olympic Plaza
Murray; KY
753-1300

THERMAUNE
WINDOW CO.
3038 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, Ky.

759-4433 or
1-800-264-0610

the ground level concourse of Murray State University's Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Traditional old English entertainment will be provided by local
schools, churches, civic organizations and community individuals.
The wide variety of entertainment
will include carolers, musicians,
storytelling, magicians, horse and
buggy rides.
Craft demonstrations include
quilting, weaving, porcelain doll
making, corn husk doll making,
and whittling. Special crafts and
face painting will particularly
appeal to children.
The concourse will be beautifully decorated with live greenery and
thousands of lights. All workers
will be dressed in old-fashioned
period costumes.
Admission, entertainment and
refreshments are free to the public.
• • • •
Life-time Murray resident, Carrie Story, made a big move last
July. She had lived at 1317 Poplar
for many, many years, but she
decided she wanted to be close to
her daughter, Faye (Mrs. Charles)
Whitnell and her family.
So, she packed up and moved to
Mayfield. She is happily settled
there, but she does miss her old
fiends here very much. But like
many of the rest of us, she loves
being close to her children and
grandchildren.
• • • •
Here is something we all need —
memory foods.
Len red meat, fish, beans and
green leafy vegetables contain iron
and zinc in easily absorbed form.
Those minerals, in combination,
help keep memory sound — even
improve it
Important: Iron and zinc supplements do not seem to be as
effective as eating the right foods.
Irony: Those who eat a lot of
whole grains need more iron-andzinc-rich foods for the same benefit. Whole grains are very healthful
— but reduce the body's ability to
absorb iron and zinc.
This study was led by Dr. Harold
Sandstead, clinical nutritionist,
Universi-ty of 'Texas Medical
Branch at Galveston, and reported
in "Longevity."

Quilting...
(Cont'd from page 7)

All Crestline
Series rings in
Siladiumt iNvo-Tone
Orrin ENDS NOV. 30, 1991.

$200 WEEKLY GIVE-A-WAY

the couple included the following:
A household shower by Cheryl
Bishop, Pam Bruce, and Amy
Crawley at Salem Missionary Baptist Church, Mortons Gap;
A dinner hosted by Dr. and Mrs.
Galry Sharp of Russellville, Ms.
Shirley Hicks, aunt of the groom,
and Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Mequiar
of Russellville;
A gift tea by Shelly Cataxinos,
Sarah Flowers, Lolette Gatlin,
Louise Golden, Cheryl Milam, Patricia Webb and Ruth Werth, all of
Russellville, at the Werth home;
A bridal shower by Marie
Roberts and Faye McPhail at Oak
Grove Baptist Church, Russellville.

cow restru-nons
,
Nov ecrty Ses
dawier far detaas

CLASS RINGS

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center, Murray
BRING THIS AD

believes that since quiltmaking is
such an integral part of our American heritage, it should be recognized on a specially designated
day."
Thompson said for persons to
contact the quilt shop, quilt guild,
or fabric store in your area to find
out what events have been planned.
If no event has been planned, why
not think of a quilt making related
activity that you would like to
hold.
Those interested in joining the
campaign or wanting more information may send a SASE to: NQA,
P.O. Box 393, Ellicott City, Maryland 21041-0393.
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Union delivers strike notice
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
machinists union says an intent to
strike notice sent to Lourdes Hospital was a formality and that it will
continue to negotiate for a new
contract.
After the letter was received,
Lourdes President Gerald LaGesse
announced that it was preparing to
Implement an emergency walkout
plan, including advertising for
replacement workers.
LaGesse said the hospital plans
to run newspaper ads Thursday and
Sunday.
The current contract, covering
830 employees, expires Nov. 30.
Only one-half of those workers pay
union dues, LaGesse said.
The letter reached the hospital
Tuesday. It is a formality that
"should not cause a panic because
it is only filed to be in compliance
with NLRB (National Labor Relations Board) regulations," which
require a 10-day notice, said Joe
Sills, business agent for District
154 of the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers.
The letter does not in any way
express the intent of Local 2770 to
plan a strike, Sills said. "The
reverse is true. Local 2770 will

strive to prevent a work stoppage
and is committed to establishing a
good labor-management relationship with Lourdes Hospital."
Sills said that rejection of a contract offer will not necessarily
mean a strike. He said a second
vote would be taken and two-thirds
of the union membership would
have to authorize a work stoppage.
LaGesse likened the letter "to
somebody pointing a loaded pistol
at you and saying he has no intent
to shoot. Prudence dictates that we
take it very seriously."
He warned that employees who
strike or sympathize with strikers
will be permanently replaced as
part of a detailed contingency plan.
"We don't expect that a strike
would affect services in any way.
We have a mission to fulfill and we
will carry that out."
LaGesee and Sills agree that
progress has been very slow in
negotiations that began Oct. 31.
LaGesse said he was disappointed that the notice was filed
with almost two weeks to go before
the contract expires. "We have
only begun the process of negotiations and are already faced with a
threat of a strike," he said. "The
hospital's position of good-faith

Human rights organization says
Peru troops guilty of atrocities
LONDON (AP) — Peruvian security forces are massacring civilians, and have killed or abducted
more than 200 people in the past
year, Amnesty International alleged
in a report released today.
The London-based organization
said the Peruvian government,
which is fighting pro-Maoist insurgents, had repeatedly broken promises of a year ago to curb human
rights abuses.
In a 75-page report, Amnesty
International said the security forces' conduct was inexcusable
despite the "brutal killing" of
thousands of civilians and captured
government troops by the Shining
Path insurgents and allied
movements.
"We believe that a sense of
impunity pervades the armed forces," Amnesty International Secretary General Ian Martin said in a
letter to Peru's President Alberto
Fujimori.
"It is a deadly and dangerous
attitude that gathers strength from
the continued failure to bring military perpetrators to justice and convict them."
Martin recalled the president's
pledge to Curb human rights abuses
when took office in July 1990, and
also appealed to Fujimori to withdraw attacks on Peruvian human
rights organizations.
In the report titled "Human
Rights In A Climate Of Terror,"
Amnesty International condemned
atrocities by the insurgents which,
it said, included the murders of
some 90 mayors as well as foreign
nationals in the past decade.

"The terror tactics of opposition
groups can never justify counterterror by the forces of law and
order," wrote Martin.
The report said government
troops have continued in the past
year to commit mass executions or
peasants and suspected government
opponents, some in massacres of
entire families.
It said the true number of the
victims of human rights abuses by
the security forces may never be
known.
Since mid-1990, government
troops have carried out at least five
massacres, the report said.
In one, 16 people, including an
11-year-old child, were reportedly
shot dead by soldiers and civil
defense patrols in August 1990
after they refused to join an attack
on Shining Path, Amnesty said.
In another, Amnesty International said soldiers posing as members
of Shining Path reportedly killed
six peasants.
Troops often assumed that people supported Shining Path and
other groups simply because they
lived in areas where insurgents
operate, said the repori
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"Check Us Out."

New D.E.S.-Rescue Unit phone — 753-9111

512 S. 12th St., Murray

Benton & Paducah * *
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3 IrEARS
"FREE"
Not 2.2%, Not 1.1% ... But

0.0%

FREE!

Interest Charges

for 36 Months
gone, they're gone
Substantial Factory Incentives, but when they're
Make Any Furniture Purchase
Over $499 And With Approved
Credit...

purcha%e $499

3 YEARS INTEREST FREE!

LIMITED TIME ONLY

Bob Cornelison
753-4703

1992 Geo Metro

List
Peppers
Discount

Sale Price
Rebate

4
/
Air!"IP1

Stock
#92088

Pay Just
$13.86
Per Month

UnbelievabTel
----.

Pay Just
$27.75

Pay Just
$50.00

Per Month

Per Month

Per Month

Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo., Inc. Im'cusrncng'

642-3900
600 Tyson Ave. - Hwy. 79 S., Paris, TN
In
"The Only Deaf limn!"
14100-325-3729

Pay Just
$100.00
Per Month

Store Hours Monday-Saturday 9:00-5:00
Friday
Night

Design
Assistance
Available

$,
6 58096*

[BEI/MUT .."

$3600

Think of the
Savings

'Taxes, title, and administrative fee additional.

3.1rei
Ca:-"1

Unheard of

Quality
Furniture

$1800

—

00
— 750

Don't Miss Out

$2700
Purchase
Pay Just
$75.00

$999

'7,735'
404"
'7,330"

.\

Purchase
Purchase
Quality
Furniture

Not Stripped

* 44 MPG City/46
MPG hwy.

and The Associated Press.
An unbeatable team.

Hated: A+ (SI 11.141OR

Equipped

* AM-FM Stereo

affect you.

Installation
and Service

$499

,

Murray, KY
753-0666

South 12th St.
Mon. thru Fri.

Bel Air Center
Flours by Appt.

FARM
BUREAU

52111431 00
51430-2530

* Overdrive
Transmission
* Cloth Seating
7)

Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.
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ability to

Thousands.
Why so many?
Because we're a member of The Associated
Press, the world's oldest and largest news
organization. As a not-fox-profit cooperative, AP
writers know we're counting on them to bring you
the most timely. and inlormathe news report.
With 228 bureaus in tfi8 countries, the AP has
htindreds of w titers in farasas places who make
us their top priority' every day. With our talented
team of local reporters and the AP's longstanding
tradition of excellence in journalism. you can count
on us to to let you knov% how the latest news will

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton

EARN
7.75%

Federal State Market News Service November 21,
1991 Kentucky Purchase Area Hag Market Report
[actuate 4 Buying Stallone Receipts: Act. 213, Eat. 350
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.50 higher over 515 steady le 1.00 lower
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LS 1-3 300-4100
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US 1.3 525 and up
US 1-3 300-500 lbs.Soars 13230.24.110

are at odds over several areas of
the contract but declined to
elaborate.
The union filed a 10-day strike
notice three years ago during negotiations over its first contract with
Lourdes. Lourdes advertised then
for replacement workers, but no
strike occurred.
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bargaining remains intact and we
plan to continue with scheduled
negotiation sessions both this week
and next."
Sills said the union has bargained in good faith and will continue to negotiate until a new contract is signed.
Sills said the union and hospital

BENTON, KY.
305 N. Main
527-3401
1-800-599-6224

BENTON, KY.
KallerWiggins
527-31109
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By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

The Murray State Racers have
added a big basketball recruit —
who may be the key to new coach
Scott Edgar's first recruiting effort.
Antoine Teague, a 6-10 center
from Rend Lake Community College in Rend Lake, Ill., has signed
with the Racers, picking Murray

sing any signees until all
blocking, and his ability to run the discus
over Connecticut and Cincinnati.
is completed on the new
work
paper
plus in
Teague, who has averaged 14 floor — which will be a
recruits. MSU is expected to
points and six rebounds per game Edgar's up-tempo style.
announce more recruits as well
in the three Rend Lake contests this
He joins Tony Bailey of East next week.
season, is one of top centers in Central Community College and
Teague gives the Racers somejunior college play.
Kenneth Taylor at Parkiew High one to pick up the slack next seaRick Ball of Ballplayers 1.C. School in Little Rock, Ark. as son for Murray's Pone Jones, a
Report lists Teague as the second MSU signees during the earlier three-year starter at center for
best center in junior college play. signing period, which ends today. MSU.
Teague is a very mobile center,
The 6-10 native of Chicago
Murray State officials will not be
who is known for his shot-

developed this summer, after seeing limited playing time as a
freshman.
"He just keeps getting better and
better and his best basketball is
still ahead of him," Rend Lake
assistant coach Brad McKinnon
said.
McKinnon says Teague is domi-

(Cont'd on page 11)

Kentucky rolls right
past West Virginia in
first round NIT play
By The Associated Press

Lauran
NEERGAARD
Associated Press
ATLANTA (AP) — Evander
Holyfield and Bert Cooper
sought Wednesday to legitimize
their Saturday fight in wake of
criticism — from sports writers,
fans and most recently Mike
Tyson — that the match is a
sham.
"I was going to fight him,
but he went and pulled out,"
Holyfield retorted when asked
about Tyson's ridicule.
Tyson and promoter Don
King, in Atlanta Tuesday to
help a local Feed the Hungry
program, charged that the
heavyweight champion was •
pulling a fast one on the public
by facing an unranked boxer.
"This kind of stuff is no
good for boxing," King said.
"They got Razor Ruddock, Lennox Lewis, George Foreman.
You got all those other guys
ranked, and he's not fighting
them."
Tyson, the former heavyweight
champion, missed a chance to
reclaim his title from Holyfield
because of injured ribs. Holyfield's next opponent, Italian
boxer Francesco Damiani, withdrew Sunday after twisting his
ankle during practice last
Thursday.
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Volleyball team prepares for tourney
By TIM TUCKER
NMI Sports Information
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The Murray State volleyball Racers hope tradition
and "the basics" will carry them to success in the
.
second-season which is the Ohio Valley Conference
a
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The Racers, who finish
,
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winning the league title in 1989
up in 1990.
"It's a whole new ;eason," said Racer coach Oscar
and
Segovia. "You win and you advance, you lose of
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our minds and get into a tournament-tough mentality.
"We're going to focus on the basics in practice this
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"We didn't ask Damiani to
pull out. We got the first person available," Holyfield said at
a news conference Wednesday.
"Bert Cooper was the only man
that stepped up to take the
opportunity. In life, if you're
ever going to be the best, you
have to step up to the plate
and take the opportunity."
Holyfield promoter Dan Duva
said the fight is legitimate
because Cooper is considered
the world's No. 11 boxer. And
Cooper will move up when new
rankings come out because last
month he knocked out No. 9
Joe Hipp, Duva added.
"Regardless of his rank, I
call Bert Cooper a desperate
man, and a desperate man is a
dangerous man," Duva said.
"Evander Holyfield has everything to lose and nothing to
gain. ... Damiani might take 12
rounds, but he's not going to
hurt you. Bert Cooper will take
you out with one punch."
Cooper promoter Rick Parker
insisted the new rankings will
rate his boxer No. 9.
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."
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Cooper had previously asked
to fight Holyfield in November,
so Holyfield scheduled him.
The International Boxing Federation and World Boxing Association on Tuesday sanctioned
the fight. Holyfield will earn
about $6 million and Cooper
$750,000.
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Pendleton named MVP
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TENNIS
NEW YORK (AP) — Top-seeded Monica Sales of Yugoslavia beat Julie
Halard of France 6-1, 6-0 to advance to the quarterfinals of the seasonending Virginia Slims Championships. In other first-round matches in the $3
million tournament at Madision Square Garden, sixth-seeded Jennifer
Capriati of the United States defeated Nathalie Tauziat of France 5-7, 6-0,
7-6 (7-4) and eighth-seeded Jana Novotna of Czechoslovakia beat Manuela
Maleeva-Fragniere of Switzerland 6-0, 3-6, 6-3. The quarterfinals begin
today with fourth-seeded Martina Navratilova of the United States facing
fifth-seeded Arantxa Sanchez Vicario of Spain and second-seeded Steffi
Graf of Germany meeting Novotna. On Friday, Seles will face seventhseeded Mary Joe Fernandez of the United States and Capriati will play
third-seeded Gabriela Sabatini of Argentina.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — More than 40 demonstrators
threw sand and seeds on a tennis court and shouted anti-apartheid slogans,
temporarily halting play on the opening day of the ATP World Doubles Final.
The protesters, most of them black or mixed-race, were arrested after a
brief scuffle with fans and security guards. Police spokeswoman Capt. Henriette Baster said 41 people were arrested and released after paying fines of
$18 each.
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LAS VEGAS (AP) — Jim Weaver, associate athletic director at the University of Florida, was named to take charge of a UNLV athletic program
rocked by internal bickering and ongoing problems with the NCAA. Weaver
replaces interim athletic director Dennis Finfrock, who had served in the
post 15 months before resigning Nov. 8 over a flap involving the secret videotaping of UNLV basketball players in a conditioning class.

MSU adds 6-10...
(Coed from page 10)
nating in the low post.
"He is very active inside,"
McKinnon said. "He set the school
record for blocks in the first game.
He has the ability to just take over
a game defensively. He's a natural
shot-blocker and he has great
instincts."

Hwy. 94E)

Teague visited UConn and UC,
but decided on Murray State after
visiting Cincinnati last week.
Teague attended the Blue-Gold
scrimmage in Murray earlier this
month.
"He just felt very comfortable,"
McKinnon said. "He really liked
the program, and felt very good
about the coaching staff."

Racers hope...

"wouldn't have come close" to winning the National League pennant
without Terry Pendleton.
Pendleton, a free-agent acquisition who became a leader on and off the
field for the Braves, won the NL Most Valuable Player Award on
Wednesday.
"He absolutely deserved it," Cox said. "Terry's a special guy. They
talk about team leaders, but he really is. Barry Bonds would have been a
worthy recipient, but I think Terry absolutely deserved it."
Pendleton won by 15 points over Bonds in the closest voting by the
Baseball Writers Association of America since 1979.
Pendleton had 12 first-place votes, 10 seconds and two third for 274
points in the balloting. Bonds, who won the award last year and led Pittsburgh to its second straight NL East title, had 259 points on 10 firsts, 10
seconds, one third and three fourths.
"I never dreamed about winning a National League MVP award,"
Pendleton said during a news conference.
"This award is going to be and it's in my name, but my teammates,
Bobby Cox and John Schuerholz and the rest of the Braves deserve a lot
of credit for this," he said. "If we had finished second in the National
League, I don't think I'd be standing here. I think that award probably
would have gone to Barry Bonds or Bobby Bonilla or someone. The way
our team played this season and the way I played this season definitely
had a lot to do with it."
Bonilla, another member of the Pirates who lost the championship
series to the Braves, finished third in the voting with 191 points. Will
Clark of the San Francisco Giants was fourth with 118 and Howard Johnson of the New York Mets was fifth with 112.
Three other Braves received votes — Ron Gant 110, Tom Glavine 16
and David Justice 11.
Glavine was named the Cy Young Award winner last week and Cox
was voted Manager of the Year earlier by The Associated Press and the
BBWA.
Pendleton, 31, won the league batting title by hitting .319, 52 points
above his career average and one point better than Cincinnati's Hal Morris. The Atlanta third baseman also hit a career-high 22 home runs and
had 86 RBIs.
Bonds, who hit .292 with 25 homers and 116 RBIs, said from Sweden,
where he's vacationing, that he thought he deserved to become the
league's first repeat winner since the Braves' Dale Murphy in 1982-83.
Bonds didn't imitate Cecil Fielder of the Detroit Tigers, who criticized
the voting on Tuesday when the BBWA named Cal Ripken of Baltimore
the American League MVP.
"I'm happy for him," Bonds said of Pendleton. "Terry's a good athlete ... and the Braves were the story in baseball. They were the Cinderella team, they went from the cellar to first place."
The last time the voting was closer was in 1979, when Willie Stargell
of Pittsburgh and Keith Hernandez of Si Louis each got 216 votes, the
only tie in MVP voting.

(Coned from page 10)
"The team I've been coaching in
practice and exhibtion (games) I
didn't see tonight," coach Gale
Catlett said. "I was very disappointed in shot selection, passes
and defense. I was very disappointed in the game in general."
West Virginia scored the first
eight points of the second half to
slice the lead to 57-48, but Kentucky countered with an 11-0 run
and the rout was on as the Windcats built a 101-72 lead with 2:37
to play.
"The toughest thing to 'do is
play with the lead," Pelphrey said.
"We just played dumb. We were
just standing around."
Jeff Brassow added 23 points for
Kentucky, while Jamal Mashburn
and Deron Feldhaus each had 15.
Tracy Shelton led West Virginia
with 17 points.
No. 23 Georgia Tech 93, James
Madison 69: The only starter the
Yellow Jackets had to replace from
last season was All-America point
guard Kenny Anderson, who left for
the NBA after his sophomore season. They're not saying "Kenny
Who?" just yet, but freshman Travis
Best looked a like lot the fellow lefthander he inherited the point from.
The 5-foot-11 Best had 18 points
and nine, assists to lead Georgia
Tech to the home victory and fellow
freshman James Forrest, a 6-8 forward, had 16 points, six on offensive
rebounds in the run which opened
the second half and put the game
away.
"We were tentative in the first
half. We had to be more aggressive
and try to wear their guys out. Forrest's play did that," Georgia Tech
coach Bobby Cremins said. "He
played like a veteran putting back

those shots.
"You haven't seen all of Travis
Best," he said. "He hasn't gotten
into all of the offense yet. I think he
was a little tentative. He's got to
penetrate. But he's got to run the
team, too."
Paul Carter led James Madison
with 15 points, while Bryan Edwards
and Kent Culuko each added 14.
Princeton 58, Monmouth 47:
Sophomore Chris Mooney had a
career-high 19 points, all but four on
3-pointers, as the Tigers won their
28th consecutive game at Jadwin
Gym, the fourth-longest homecourt
winning streak in the country. The
Tigers, who led the nation in
defense last season, held their instate rivals without a field goal for
more than eight minutes in the second half and limited Monmouth's
Alex Blackwell to nine points.
Texas 104, Washington 83: B.J.
Tyler, a sophomore transfer from
DePaul, made quite a debut with the
Longhorns, scoring 28 points and
handing out 14 assists in Austin. He
made a couple of spectacular
moves off the dribble and made four
of nine 3-pointers in Texas' fastpaced offense.
Colorado State 80, Boise State 67:
The Rams, playing under first-year
coach Stew Morrill, were the only
visiting team to win Wednesday
night. Sophomore forward Aaron
Atkinson led Colorado State with 21
points, while junior guard Keith
Bonds added 15 as the Rams held a
comfortable lead throughout the
second half. Junior center Tanoka
Beard led the Broncos with 20
points.
Pittsburgh 72, Manhattan 61:
Coach Paul Evans won his 100th
game at Pitt behind the 14 points
and 19 rebounds of Chris McNeal.
The Panthers had 10 different players score as Evans tried a number
of combinations with a new cast of
characters following the graduation
of four 3-year starters. Pitt played
some solid defense, holding the visiting Jaspers to 30 percent shooting
from the field.
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PRO BASKETBALL
Wedneedefs Games
Boston 116, Indiana 101
Phdedelpha 111. Marrs 107
Ulan 107 Orlando 102
Citations 100, Cieveand 108
Atlanta 116, Sacramento 101
Seattle 91, Detroit 06
New York 92, Dallas 89
Sin Antonio 113, Minnesota 106
Phoenix 113, DIVIVOI 97
Chicago 112, Gowen Surto 108
Thursday's Games
New Jersey at Cleveland. 630 pm
Washington at Meraukse, 730 pm
lAnnesots at Houston. 730 pm
Portland at LA Uppers 910 p m
Fridey's Games
Sacramento al liliarn 6 30 p m
Indiana ai Chanott• 6 30 p m

753-8355

Amnia at Philadelphia, 7 pm
New Vont at Detroit 7 pm
Denver at Utah 8 30 p m
LA Clippers at Phooms 8 30 p rn
Golden Stale at Portland 9 p m
Chap° at Seattle 9 p m
San Anton.° at LA Laker% 930 pm
Saturday's Games
Boston on New Jersey 6 30 p m
Atlanta at Washington 630 pm
Sacramento at Orlando 6 30 p m
Distrcet al Cleveland 630 pm
Marrs at Indiana, 630 pm
Houston at lemmata. 7 p m
Philsdephis at Nee Yon. 7 30 p m
Utah at Dallas. 730 pm
pm
Chicago at Denver
Merausea at Golden State 930 pm
Sundays Games
San Amon. a1 Portland 7 p m
Seattle at LA Uppers 8 pm
Alleraukee al LA Lakets 9 30 p m

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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Break Time Billiards
5th Week of Play
Team #8 Pony Express beat
Team #2 Jet Set 4-1
Team #4 Instructions For Beginners beat
Team #7 Rough Riders 4-1
Team #5 Misfits beat
Team #3 Bear Crew Boys 3-2
Team #6 Cannonball Express beat
Team #1 Generations 3-2

Kentucky rolls...

m. from Murray
(Cont'd from page 10)
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ATLANTA (AP) — Manager Bobby Cox says the Atlanta Braves

DETROIT (AP) — More treatment is planned for Mike Utley, the Detroit
Lions offensive lineman paralyzed from the chest down, but doctors believe
his condition is unlikely to improve. Utley, a 6-foot-6 and 290-pound guard,
will not walk again barring "a miracle," Lions orthopedic specialist Dr. David
Conon said. Doctors at Detroit's Henry Ford Hospital are schedultd to join
Utley's sixth and seventh cervical disks today, hospital spokeswoman Shelly
Bagdaday said. Utley, 25, sustained the injury when he fell on his head in
the Lions' 21-10 victory over the Los Angeles Rams on Sunday.
NEW YORK (AP) — Washington receiver Art Monk, who had eight receptions for 130 yards a touchdown in the unbeaten Redskins 41-14 victory
over Pittsburgh on Sunday, was named NFC off9nsive player of the week.
Deion Sanders of Atlanta was named NFC defen.-ive player of the week and
Warren Moon of Houston and Billy Ray Smith of San Diego named AFC
players of the week. Sanders had two interceptions and five tackles in the
Falcons' 43-7 victory over Tampa Bay. Moon completed 31 of 44 for 399
yards and three touchdowns as the Oilers rallied to beat Cleveland 28-24
and Smith had three tackles, an interception and a fumble recovery in the
Chargers' 24-21 victory over New Orleans.
MONTEREY, Calif. (AP) — Former San Francisco 49ers safety Greg Cox
was charged with rape and false imprisonment, one day after being
released from the team. Cox, 26, was charged with two counts of rape, one
count of forceable oral copulation, both felonies, and one misdemeanor
count of false imprisonment, Monterey County assistant district attorney
Charlie Keeley said. He's scheduled to surrender for booking Friday and will
be released on $15,000 bail, Keeley said. He will be arraigned in Municipal
Court in Monterey on Tuesday. Cox, accused of attacking a 22-year-old
waitress he met at a Monterey restaurant, faces up to 24 years in prison if
convicted on all counts, the prosecutor said. The alleged attack occurred the
night of Sept. 9-10 at a Carmel Valley home that a friend of Cox was renting, authorities said.
DENVER (AP) — Denver Broncos running back Bobby Humphrey left the
team, citing a need to ponder his future, and coach Dan Reeves granted
him several days to reach a course of action. Humphrey, a two-time
1,000-yard rusher, has been frustrated by a lack of playing time since
returning to the team last month following a 97-day holdout. Reeves said
Humphrey basically had two options: "to stick it out or to leave and not play
this year. I advised him to stick it out."
CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati coach Sam Wyche denied that he had
been fined $7,500 by the NFL for making disparaging comments about officials. "Did you all get that from the league office? Is that a leak from the
league office or something?" Wyche asked reporters at his weekly news
conference. "When I announce it, you'll be the first ones I announce it to,
when I tell the world I've been fined, I guarantee you that." On Monday, a
source in the NFL office told The Associated Press that Wyche, Buffalo
coach Mary Levy and Atlanta coach Jerry Glanville were fined earlier this
year for criticizing officiating.
GREEN BAY, Wis.(AP) — The Green Bay Packers, stuck in a losing pattern through most of the post-Vince Lombardi era, fired vice president of
football operations Tom Braatz. The Packers are 2-9 and have had four losing seasons in the five years since Braatz was hired in January 1987 to run
personnel operations and relieve some front-office responsibility from thencoach Forrest Gregg. This will be Green Bay's 18th losing season in the 25
years since it won the first two Super Bowls.
NEW YORK (AP) — Philadelphia safety Andre Waters was fined $7,500
by the NFL for his attack on New Orleans wide receiver Eric Marlin following
the Eagles' 13-6 victory Oct. 13. According to witnesses, Waters came to
the Saints' bench and tackled Martin from behind. Waters then ran across
the field with Martin and several other Saints in pursuit.
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Ohio State athletic director Jim Jones said
that his office has sent a letter which would enable former Buckeyes tailback
Robert Smith to discuss a transfer to Southern Cal. Smith left the Ohio State
team in August, saying that the coaching staff did not give academics a high
priority. He's currently attending classes at Ohio State and is on a track
scholarship. Smith rushed for 1,126 yards last season to break Archie Griffin's freshman record.
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'92 DAKOTA LE
3.9 Liter 180.h.p. V-6, air cond.,
tilt wheel, AM/FM cassette, 215
tires, chrome bumper, sliding
re.r window. Plus lots more.
Tax, Lic, Extra

90,591

44
if
Cain's
ADVANTAGE:

1111P
Allik
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE 11
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

American Wick 1M
KEROSENE HEATER
'

22,300 BTU
-Auto Ignition
(Battery Included)
-Safety Shut Off
-Heating Area 900 Sq. Ft.
-Siphon Pump Included
•Easy To Read
Fuel Gauge
-UL Listed
-Suggested Retail $154.99

COLD WEATHER
SPECIAL

18.43
For All Your Kerosene Heater Needs
Wicks & Accessories Available
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Church congregation robber
receives 100-year sentence
PHILIPPI, W.Va. (AP) - A
man who robbed a church congregation of S500 at gunpoint was
sentenced Wednesday to 100 years
in prison.
Circuit Judge John Waters said
Roger Smith, 31, violated the sanctity of Faithway Baptist Church in
the June 1990 holdup.
Waters also cited Smith's criminal record, which includes convictions for bank robbery, breaking
and entering and burglary, and the
fact that the robbery occurred on
Father's Day.
Sm4h, who pleaded guilty to one
count ,,of armed robbery, will be

eligible for parole in 25 years,
county Prosecutor Gary Morris
said.
Witnesses said Smith burst into
the church during Sunday services
carrying a sawed-off shotgun,
ordered the congregation to the
floor and had a church member
collect wallets and purses.

Contract Bridge
West Rises to the Occasion

JUG
WINES

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable
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• K Q 104
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•10 76 2
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SOUTH
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Compare
Interest Rates!
You're looking for an organization. with
a rock-solid financial record, that offers
competitive interest rates on annuities
Look to Woodmen of the World Were
a 101 year-old fraternal benefit society
that offers single premium and flexible
pratuum deferred annuities But best of
all, you can earn an initial guaranteed
interest rate of

/
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CORONA

7.25%*
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11.99
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24.69

Very Old Barton 86'
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Jim Beam
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Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society
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14.99
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16.95

Home Office: Omaha, Nebraska
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McCormick Vodka 8CE
Popov Vodka 80'
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James R.
Jackson
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arty Mart
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The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
1+
Pass
1V
Pass
2 NT
Pass
1 NT
3 NT
Pass
3+
Opening lead - two of hearts.
Some of the great defensive plays
you read about might cause you to
think that one or both defenders had
seen all four hands. It is true that in
practice we'd all defend better if we
saw everyone's cards, but in theory it
usually should make no difference
whether you see the missing cards or
not.
Here is a typical example from a

match played some years ago on
Bridge-O-Rama before a large audience. Faced with a difficult opening
lead, West selected a heart even
though South had bid the suit.
Declarer took East's king with
the ace and led a low diamond to-

wards dummy at trick two. At this
point, even before West had played
to the trick,the Bridge-( -Rama commentator-who, together with the
audience,could see all four hands on
the giant screen - said: "If West
takes the king and returns the jack
of clubs, South will go down one.
These words were scarcely out of
the commentator's mouth when

West went up with the king of diamonds and returned thejack ofdubs!
So declarer quickly lost one diamond trick and four clubs and went
down one.
Actually. West'sjack ofclubs lead
was not as astonishing as it may
seem. Far from being a shot in the
dark, the club shift was well reasoned.
It was obvious from East's king
of hearts play at trick one that Sout4
had the A-Q, and possibly the A-QJ,of hearts. It was also obvious from
declarer's diamond lead at trick two
that he had the ace. And it was
likewise very probable from the bidding that declarer had the ace of
spades.
It followed that South could not
also have the ace of clubs or he
would have bid more strongly,so the
attack on declarer's apparent weak
spot, clubs, offered West the only
real chance to beat the contract.

HRISTMAS
eir GIFT
C RTIFICATES
for

Membership
to the

YMCA

close

SPARKLING WINES

OPEN
THANKSGIVING
DAY
UNTIL 6 P.M.

Smith was originally charged
with 23 counts of armed robbery,
one for each parishioner robbed,
Morris said.
Arthur Weidlich, 21, was convicted of being an accessory. He
hasn't been sentenced.

IMMeremell

mE

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut St. • Murray
(502)753-3062

Membership Fees:

$5

Youth
Teen

$1.0

Adult

$15

Family

$25

Offered By
Local Businesses
Pagliai's
Peoples Bank
(North Branch)
Thurman's Furniture
Shoe Tree
Republic Savings Bank
Boone's Cleaners
(Main Street)
Bank of Murray
(Downtown)
Cook's Jewelry
Carolyn's Corner
Pier I
Corn -Austin
Dennison-Hunt
"Great Stacking Staffers"

Ir

Family
YMCA
759-YMCA
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Pneumonia vaccine underused
BOSTON (AP) — A pneumonia
vaccine that some doctors had
-doubts about is 60 percent effective, according to a study released
today, and researchers said it
should be widely administered to
people most at risk.
"It's pretty clear that it's time to
start using this vaccine," said Dr.
Eugene D. Shapiro, who directed
the study. "It is effective."
The vaccine has been available
for 14 years, but many doctors
have questioned its effectiveness,
and it has not been as widely administered as health authorities
recommend.
But the new study, published in
today's New England Journal of
Medicine, reports that the vaccine
is about 60 percent effective in preventing the common kinds of pneumonia it was designed to combat.
Pneumonia is the most common
lethal infection in the United States
and is especially dangerous for the
elderly. Each year, about 2 million
Americans catch pneumonia, and at
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least 40,000 die.
The U.S. Public Health Service
urges that everyone over 65 get the
vaccine, but only about 20 percent
of older Americans actually receive
it. The vaccine is also recommended for people with chronic
heart, lung and kidney disease or
weakened immune systems.
Shapiro said there appear to be
three principal reasons why the
vaccine has been underused:
—Many doctors doubt it works.
—Many elderly people see doctors only when they are sick rather
than during routine visits when
they would be more likely to
receive vaccines.
—Adult immunization programs
have been ineffective in comparison with programs aimed at
children.
Earlier studies conducted over
the years have provided conflicting
and inconclusive results about the
vaccine's value. Some experts contend this is because the reviews
have included too few people to

provide statistically meaningful
results.
But the latest study — the
largest of its kind — enrolled 2,108
adults, enough to show that the
vaccine protects people from
disease.
Researchers tested the polyvalent
pneumococcal vaccine, which is
intended to prevent infection with
streptococcus pneumoniae, the
most common cause of bacterial
pneumonia.
The six-year study, based dn
patients at 11 Connecticut hospitals, was conducted by Shapiro and
colleagues from Yale University.
In an accompanying editorial in
the Journal, Drs. Claire V. Broome
and Robert F. Breiman of the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control said
that better vaccines for pneumonia
are in the works. But they said the
one now available can prevent a
substantial proportion of bacterial
pneumocoecal disease.
"Physicians and public health
practitioners should unite in an
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attempt to ensure the full use of
this vaccine in appropriate
groups," they wrote.
The vaccine is actually 23 vaccines, each aimed at a different
strain of bacteria, in a single shot.
It is produced by Merck Sharp &
Dotunc and Lederle Laboratories.
The Yale researchers administered the vaccine to 1,054 people
who could benefit from it. Then
they compared those people's
pneumonia rates with randomly
chosen people the same age who
either did or did not receive the
vaccine during the normal course
of their medical care.
The researchers found that the,
;
vaccine was only 21 percent effect
live among people with weakened
immune systems, and that the vaccine's effectiveness diminishes as
people get older.

Martha Broach, office manager of Farm Bureau Insurance in Murray, presented a check Monday to Ricky Stewart (second from left), a
firefighter with the Murray Fire Department for their needy children's Christmas fund. Also pictured is Ricky Walls.

L.A. County official apologizes for remark
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
county supervisor apologized for
saying a fellow supervisor's proposal was affected by a hot flash.
Supervisor Mike Antonovich had
his staff offer the apology Wednesday to Gloria Molina, the only
woman on the county board.
Molina had initially laughed off
the crack, but on Wednesday noted
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that it "was a disservice to half the
population of the county. Therefore, his apology is totally
appropriate."
During Tuesday's meeting,
Antonovich criticized Molina's
plan to pay for a piece of public
recreation equipment with money
from other departments.
"What are you going to tell peo-

ple? 'You're going to have your
budget raided sometime in the
year, when someone has a hot
flash,' " he said.
"The supervisor intended no
sexist affront in making the
remark. He does recognize it would
have perhaps been better unsaid,"
said spokesman Dawson
Oppenheimer.

Workers replace unit for Sunday launch
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— Workers entered space shuttle
Atlantis on Wednesday and
replaced a bad navigation unit in a
rocket needed to boost a military
satellite high above Earth, paving
the way for a Sunday liftoff.
The countdown for the second
launch attempt is scheduled to
begin early Friday, provided the
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SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP) — A
Greyhound bus driver who had
logged more than 2 million
accident-free miles managed to pull
his bus into an Interstate rest area
before dying of a heart attack, his
supervisor said.
Jim Sneed, 59, of Springfield,
was driving 44 passengers Sunday
on Interstate 44 near Claremore,
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new unit tests well. More than 24
hours of testing is planned.
"Things are going real smooth,"
NASA spokeswoman Lisa Malone
said.
NASA halted the first countdown nine hours before Tuesday
night's scheduled launch after two
instruments in the navigation unit
malfunctioned. Workers removed

Okla., when he experienced chest
pains.
A retired bus driver on board
volunteered to drive the bus and
take Sneed to the nearest hospital,
said Alan Smith, driver supervisor
for Greyhound-Trailways Bus
Lines in St. Louis.
"He told him, `No, I've got to

the unit and installed a spare. Each
unit weighs 90 pounds and is about
the size of a portable television.
Atlantis' six astronauts are to
release the $300 million missilewarning satellite shortly after
reaching orbit. The attached rocket
is to lift the satellite 22,300 miles
above Earth.
Liftoff is set for Sunday.

get it off the highway myself,"
Smith said.
Sneed pulled the bus into a rest
stop, got off, collapsed and died,
Smith said.
"He may have lost his life, but
at least he saved a lot of lives in
the process," said Sneed's daughter, Bobbie Andrews.

Shipping included to store
Items readily avalabie as
advertised See store for
warranty repiacement details
IMPORTANT NOTE
A used tire chsposal fee may
be imposed in some states upon the
sale of each new motor-yehicle tire

Bel-Air Center, Murray • 753-2310 • Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Teen-ager arrested for taking human head
GUNTERSVILLE, Ala. (AP) —
A teen-ager said he decapitated a
corpse and took the head to his
apartment after watching a scary
movie, police said Wednesday.
William David Rider, 18, of
Arab, used a sledgehammer to
smash open a burial vault and
casket, then beheaded the body of a
man killed in a wreck several
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weeks ago, police said.
Police said they found the head
Tuesday in Rider's apartment.
Lucian Howard, an investigator
in the Marshall County District
Attorney's Office, said Rider
picked the grave because it was
recently covered.
"He told the officer that he

watched a scary movie and he
decided he wanted him a skull and
decided to go get him one," Howard said.
Rider was charged with firstdegree criminal mischief, desecrating a grave and abuse of a corpse.
He was jailed Wednesday in lieu of
$20,000 bond.

Trying to find something
for that someone that
has everything. . . .
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WHY NOT GIVE THEM A GIFT THAT
LASTS ALL YEAR LONG!!
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HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO
The
Murray Ledger & Times

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

5
5
5

with a

$5700

all Murray
and surrounding counties

4

When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.
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Obitua ries
MONUMENT CO.
Monuments • Markers
Mausoleums
"Compare Our Quality, Service,
Workmanship and Prices."

759-1333

U.S. 641 N.

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

-7890
753
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARY

Who will pay
The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to 52,000 a month.
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free
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the bill for a nursing home stay
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO. INC,
1987 Ford Tempo LX
White, $6,900

$176*
MO.

fl

Mrs. Mildred Peck, 70, Calvert
City, died Wednesday at 10:10 a.m.
at West 'View Nursing Home.
The widow of Rudy Peck, she
was the daughter of the late Gus
English and Elizabeth Lee English.
She was an original member of
Mount Moriah Primitive Baptist
Church.
Mrs. Peck is survived by one
half sister, Mrs. Norma Jean Cornwell, and three half brothers,
Claude English, James English and

Services for Mrs. Mildred Peery
Hendrick are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral

cit*f4
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Stock Market
Report
Pnces as of 9 AM

Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg...._.... +1.79
DJIA Previous Close..-.-.2930.01
- 3/s
Air Products
• A.T.C. Class A......... S3'/18 54A
Bank of Murray* ....-200B 240A
+ 1/1
-4 Bell South
Briggs & Strattoo..__.- W/4 unc
- 1/4
Chrysler
Dean Foods.....—....—..301/1 t 1/s

Sate

R.B. English, all of Paducah; one
stepbrother, Marvin Leadicker,
Alton, Ill.; two nephews; several
great-nieces and great-nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. Elder
Arlie Larimer will officiate.
Burial will follow in Leonard
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral
home afer 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Hendrick, 78, died Tuesday
at 10:30 p.m. at her home on RL 5,
Murray.
Survivors include her husband,
Orvis Hendrick; one daughter, Mrs.
Diane Barnett and husband, Toy
Lee, Rt. 8, Murray; one son, Ben
Peery Hendrick and wife, Jere, Rt.
4, Murray; one brother, William
Edward (Bill) Peery and wife,
Louise, Rt. 1, Murray; six grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren;
six stepgreat-grandchildren.

Fisher Price .-.-_....--...301/4 • 3/11
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L G &............45-'/s
+ 1/4
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+ 3/4
Quaker Oats
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• 1/s
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+ 5/1
Time
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Final rites for Mrs. Artie Guthrie
Morris were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Morris, 91, formerly of
Murray, died Saturday at 10 p.m. at
Bloomfield Hills Health Care Center, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.

Four Benton men
charged Wednesday
in restaurant theft

KITCHENER, Ontario (AP) —
Jell-O is surely a household word
— but its makers aren't happy
about that when the houses are
courtrooms or strip joints.
The city council in Kitchener, 60
miles west of Toronto, found that
out soon after amending a law that
restricts burlesque entertainment.
The measure passed Monday
defined such entertainment as "any
striptease dancing, table dancing,
mud wrestling, jello wrestling, wet
clothing contest, best body parts
contest or other similar performance, exhibition, contest or
activity."
The reference to "jello" angered

RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) — A state
safety official says the doors at a
chicken processing plant where a
fire killed 25 people probably
wouldn't have been locked if the
workers hadn't been stealing from
their employer.
"I imagine they stole chickens
just as fast as they could go,"
Bradford Barringer said Wednesday at a meeting of the Occupational Safety and Health Advisory
Council.
"If there had been more honest

Four Benton men were arrested
Wednesday in connection with the
theft of some meat from the Four
Little Pigs Restaurant in Benton
last September, according to a
report from the Kentucky State
Police.
Arrested were J.T. Seaford, 34,
Ri 3 Benton, and Michael Earl
Green, 33, Rt. 8 Benton, each
charged with theft by unlawful takTROY, Ohio (AP) — A man
ing over $100, police said.
Also arrested—were Glen Wayne accused of beating his wife to
Wilkins, 21, Rt. 3 Benton, and death with two banjos was ruled
Mark Stevens Green, 30, 1000 incompetent to stand trial WednesBrookview Benton, who were each day and committed to a mental
charged with complicity to theft hospital.
Edward Benson of West Milton
over $100.
d
for
ordered to the Dayton Menial
arreste
was
were
four
The
allegedly breaking into the meat Health Center Forensic Hospital for
locker at the restaurant and taking up to 15 months by Miami County
a quantity of meat on Sept. 23. Common Pleas Judge Robert
The arrests were made after a Lindeman.
Benson, 63, was charged with
joint investigation between the
KSP and the Benton Police Depart- aggravated murder in the May 22
ment. Investigation into the case is death of his 60-year-old wife, Katie
Benson. She died after being
continuing.

TM

.U.S. Average cost
.5200 BTU
.Safety tip over switch under $1.00 per day!
•LIght, portable clean
•Warm Rooms and
and odorless
people but stays
Watts for fast heat
•1500
touch
the
to
cool
.5 Year Warranty

$990

CORHUSTIN

.3 temperature settings for
personal comfort
.1500 watts, thermostat control
•Compact but super efficient
•Extremely safe

OPEN NIGHTLY 'TTI, 8. SUNDAYS 1-5
Downtown • Murray
753-2472

.11C

c

Ky. Oaks Mall • Paducah
442-2605

$3325
411

Ver

employees, those doors probably
wouldn't have been locked."
Investigators have blamed locked
fire doors for some of the deaths in
the Sept. 3 fire at the Imperial
Food Products plant in Hamlet.
Employees said the doors had been
bolted because of company concern
over pilfering.
Labor Commissioner John
Brooks told the council that 27 new
safety inspectors will be hired by
Jan. 1. The department had 16 the
day of the fire.

beaten with two banjos at their
home, Miami County sheriff's
deputies said.
Basing his decision on reports
from three psychologists and on
testimony from two of Benson's
sons, Lindeman said Benson understands proceedings against him but
isn't capable of helping his attorneys prepare his defense.
Lindeman asked for periodic
reports on Benson's progress and
said he would hold another competency hearing in a year. He said
"there is substantial probability"
Benson may become competent by
then.

Man to spend
holidays in jail
for beating pet

disc furnace?"

Rival Heaters

City solicitor James Shivas said
Tuesday that council may again
have to change the legislation's
wording to satisfy Kraft.
Many companies such as Kraft
are highly protective of their trademarks. In the United States, product names that fall into generic
usage can be denied trademark
status.

Man accused of killing his wife
with banjos will not stand trial

g[1@nk

The Perfect Gift * The Sharpest Looks
Everyone's FAVORITE Store!

Kraft General Foods of Canada
Inc., the food giant that makes Jell0 desserts.
"Jell-O is a registered trademark
and it's ours," company spokesman Guy Nadeau said Tuesday. "I
will be in touch with our lawyers."

Worker blamed in plant fire

ar000vs

*1010

She was preceded in death by
her first husband, Howard Guthrie,
and by her second husband, Edgar
Morris.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Charlotte Small, San Marcus,
Calif.; two sons, Hugh H. Guthrie,
Milford, Mich., and Joe Guthrie,
Phoenix, Ariz.; one brother, Ywell
Harrison, Lexington, Tenn.; 14
grandchildren; 13 greatgrandchildren.

Use of Jell-0 angers Kraft

Home. The Rev. Jack Jones and
Dr. Greg Earwood are officiating.
Pallbearers are Johnny Prescott,
Christopher Prescott, John Carl
Hendrick, Steve Barnett, Keith
Keeling and Joe Burgdolf.
Burial will follow in West Fork
Cemetery.

SALE ENDS DECEMBER 24TH

and Mrs. Denise Paschall and husband, Jimmy, Rt. 7, Murray; three
sisters, Mrs. Laurene Hanna and
Ms. Mary Holsapple, Murray, and
Mrs. Ruby Snow, Wayne, Mich.;
two brothers, Mason Holsapple and
wife, Reba, Murray, and Burlon
Holsapple and wife, Charlene,
Hazel; five grandchildren; eight
great-grandchildren.
Services will be Friday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Larry
Dale Combs will officiate.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Mrs. Artie Guthrie Morris

Mrs. Mildred Peck

Mrs. Mildred Peery Hendrick
753-2617

v*Ai cf
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Mrs. Willie Jewell Melugin, 82,
Also surviving are four sisters,
Murray, died Wednesday at
Ri7,
,
Antioch
y,
Mrs. Eula Lee Townle
Tenn., Mrs. Clara Nell Tyler and 10:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
husband, Elmo, and Mrs. Frances County Hospital.
Her husband, Wilson Melugin,
Myers, Murray, and Mrs. Carolyn
June 30, 1962. She was of
died
Fain and husband, Dan, Lynn
faith.
Baptist
Rogers
Grove; two brothers, James
19, 1909, in Calloway
Oct.
Born
Lenith
,
and
Naomi
wife,
and
was the daughter of
,
she
County
Rogers and wife, Patsy, Murray; a
Sue
D. Holsapple and
Fannie
Mrs.
William
late
in-law,
the
sisterRogers, Browns Grove; several Almeda Shaw Holsapple.
Also preceding her in death were
nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at two sisters, Mrs. Sue Becker and
II a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Chur- Mrs. Lorene Davis, and three
chill Funeral Home. The Rev. brothers, Graves, Thomas and Joe
Holsapple.
Buron Richerson will officiate.
Mrs. Melugin is survived by
Burial will follow in Salem
Grove.
daughters, Mrs. Evelyn WilLynn
three
at
ry
Cemete
Friends may call at the funeral son, Murray, Mrs. Joanne Horton
and husband, Ralph, Hopkinsville,
home from 3 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Laura Faye Rogers, 80, of
907 Meadow Lane, Murray, died
Wednesday at 10:45 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Will Stanton
Rogers, died June 27, 1990. One
brother, H.S. Rogers, also preceded
her in death.
Born Feb. 3, 1911, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Joseph Allen Rogers and
Edith Mayfield Rogers.
Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. June Lamb and husband, Larry, Rt. 7, Mayfield, and Mrs. Anna
Sue Patterson and husband, Dale,
Westerville, Ohio; three grandchildren, Laura Grace Patterson, Melissa Kay Patterson and Jennifer Ann
Lamb.

48 mos. @ 13.99% A.P.R.

641 South

Mrs. Willie Jewell Melugin

Mrs. Laura Faye Rogers

THERMOSTAT
COOMORT
CONTROL

MURRY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
208 E. Main • 753-3361

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — A
man who hit and kicked his puppy
because the pet wasn't housebroken will spend Christmas in jail, a
judge ruled.
Brendan Sheen, 26, of Glendale,
was sentenced Wednesday to 30
days in jail beginning Dec. 18 and
100 hours of community service at
an anima; shelter.
Superior Court Judge Terry
Smerling also gave Sheen five
years probation, during which time
he cannot own animals.
Sheen's cocker spaniel, Baby,
was found bleeding on a street last
July, with three broken ribs, a broken hip and internal bleeding. Prosecutors said Sheen hit and kicked
the puppy when it failed to respond
to training.
He pleaded guilty last month to
felony cruelty to animals.
The dog is recovering at the
home of a veterinarian, who will
find new owners.

i.;
• ,'..
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060
090
100
110

190
370
390
400
550

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

410
540
560
570
240

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Mailable Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free information

call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
•Etec local claire servtca•

TRANSFER your home
movies to video tape
Makes a great Christmas
gift Call Donna Darnell at
Video Productions Specialbes, 759-9246

'NEEDED A Christian
Bible College, existing interdenominational theological seminary, want to open
a school in Calloway
County, near Ky Lake, with
Christian campground and
retreat facilities Funds are
limited, seek good price or
donation of 20 to 30 acres
Call 813-522-7676

AS SEEN ON T V
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

<

Lordy, Lordy,
Look Who's 40!
He's over
the hill
It's little Bill
(Griffiths)

ALLIANCE
TRACT OR JVAIVIV

Order early to avoid
last minute rush.

444.84 Ns
4.44444, so ON.
444 04.14,

mamas,

I)

NOW accepting applications for LPN and CNA's
Murray area Flexible
hours, excellent salary 1 to
patient
care
1
1-800-333-0453

LOST cat Black with white
on chest and feet Green
nylon collar. 753-8727 after
5pm

Help
Wanted
$23,700 PER year plus
benefits Postal carriers,
sorters, clerks For an applicadon and exam inforcall
m ation ,
1-219-736-9807, ext
P-3403 gam-gprn, 7 days.

Call 759-4492

Pam's Cake Hut
410 Main

GED? Hope for the future"'
You may qualify if - 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E 0.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T P A.
Call J.T.PlA. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m.-11:30a m.
HEAVY Duty parts sales
with young aggressive
company. P.O. Box 1286,
Paducah, KY. 42002-1286
IMMEDIATE opening for
general ledger bookkeeper
w/experience Send re-

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Koko Road, right on Sq Hale Road
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
/530466 P03 Box 1033
Murray

•• SPECIAL

mile

$16/hr. 1-800-882-2968.
MECHANIC Competative
wages, excellent benefit
package arid a good workrig environment 753 0381
for appointment

8.00 18.00 24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 58.00 84.00 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 80.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 38.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 128.00 144.00 182.00 180.00

8

20.00 40.00 80.00 80.00 - 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
254 per word $5.00 minimum lit day.
, 54 per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.50 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

ACCOUNTS Manager trainee Sales, deliveries, and

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each
527-2932

Poole Truck Line can provide training at a nearby
facility for you to drive pro-

fessionally Tuition is low
w/financial aid if you qualify In 4 weeks you'll be
eligible to drive for Poole
Classes start soon Call
1-800-225-5000, sort 414
Dept BW-31.

Sonic is now looking for a few good people for
positions as follows

alteration lady new to the
area 753-1379.
HOUSECLEANING Available Monday, will work an
occasional Saturday. Prefer 6 hours EXCELLENT
REFERENCES 437-4928
LONELY and loving grandmother needs little ones to
care for Experienced, reliable, has safe transportation. 436-5400.
WILL clean houses
489-2994
WILL do housecleaning in
Murray only 474-2131, ask
for Betty

ST.JOSEPH SCHOOL

A

r. CHRISTMAS AUCTION
SUNDAY, NOV. 24, 1991
1:00 P.M.
ST.JOSEPH
JW
Oes
SEtPH PARI
., mSaH C
ieEki
N,TE
Ky
R

WILL do house cleaning
Call after 7prn 753-1016
WILL do housecleaning
Excellent references,
753-4355
WILL sit with sick or elderly
Will live in, have references Call 901-642-2612

150

Artleles
For Salo
APPLE Computer Coffee
table, end table. Card table

Lamps RCA TV. Brass bed
w/mattress Western bar
w/3 chairs. 753-9469.

CHAIN saw steel 032,
$175. 15' fiat bottom boat
w/40HP Evinrude motor
and trailer, $550.
435-4465.
CHRISTMAS Trees,
Scotch Pine beauties. UPick 1 or 100. Wholesale or
retail, will hold for Christmas. 436-5400.
WOLFF Tanning Beds COLOR TV in excellent
New commercial home un- condition . 25" RCA console
its from $199 Lamps- w/swivel base and remote
Lotions-Accessories control Round wooden cofMonthly payments low as fee table, 42' across, 16'
$18. Call today free new high. 759-4947.
catalog
color
IBM Compatible 386 com1-800-462 9197
puter. 2MB Ram, BOMB
hard drive Complete syswith modem lots of
tem
in
software 759-9524
Want
To Buy
KONIE electric wench,
12,000 lbs Made in HousANTIQUES by the piece or
ton, TX wicable Contact
collections Call 753-9433 Johnny Garland, 753-4790
after 5pm
or 753-4641.

8'•••

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
•
age
age
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.53
80 - 52.73

•

FEMALE
age 40 - $7.73
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.33
age 70 - 21.45
age 80 - 40.73

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"

COME AND
DO YOUR

PUBLIC AUCTION

4. CHRISTMAS

Saturday • November 23rd • 10:00 a.m.
Sunday • November 24th • 1100 a.m.

4) SHOPPING!'

MIDWAY AUTO AUCTION
H.wy. 79-E
Paris, Tennessee

1000'S OF ITEMS!!• QUALffY CRAFTS

tO

-PARTIAL LISTING•Hundreds of new toys (Brand NEW --Not returns) including
wind-ups, battery operated, stuffed animals, tractors, trucks, cars,
guns, dolls, and doll related items •New bicycles 'Electronic games
'Remote control toys •and New cartoon videos
'Porcelain figurines 'Limited Edition Items •Jewelry Boxes
'Brass Peacock stands 'Brass tea kettles 'Bells 'Glass sets
'Crystal ash tray sets 'New graniteware 'New Mr. Coffee coffee
makers 'and New cook books
*Wicker shelf units • T.V. Game chairs •Bean-bag chairs 'Kids
rocking chairs
•A large assortment of Christmas supplies...Such as wrapping
paper, bows, and ornaments of all kinds 'Lots of stocking stuffers
•Perfume 'and After shave gift sets
'Tools including: Push brooms •Bench grinders 'Drop lights
•Pliers *Wrenches 'Bench vises 'Socket sets 'and More...A large
assortment of pocket knives 'Including some rare limited edition
Case knives
•Huncireds & Hundreds of items will be sold during this Two-day
Auction, so make plans tojoin us! Sale to be held inside with plenty of
seating and refreshments.
Terms of Sale: Cash or check with proper identification.

(
.14 KENNON Co.
AUCTION
Firm Lie. if 1082
111. 5 • Paris, 'I'N :182,12
(991)612-3750

DO You Need Extra Money? Are you bred of work-

Saturday. Send resume to dies clothing store Large/
P.O Box 1040C, Murray. Jr/Missy $14,900 to
includes first qualCOVENANT Transport- $22,900
ity name brand inventory,
Hiring Tractor Trailer drivfixtures, training Call Al
ers. 1 year OTR experi- Schweitzer,
Inc
ence, Single 19-22 cents,
405-236
8001.
Benefits
East coast pay,
package, Age 23, Teams STEEL Building Dealer27 - 3 1
cents. ship. Potentially big profits
1-800-441-4394
from Sales and Construction Buy Factory Direct.
SHONEY'S INN Night &ilk Some areas taken.
attendant. 10prn-6am. Ac- 303-759-3200 Ext 2601

WANTED Alterations to do
n my home Experienced

759-9885

, CHRISTMAS AUCTION

JOE D. KENNON • Ant t"

Want
To Buy

762-2C08.
BOOKKEEPER. 12-6,
Tuesday thru Friday. 9-3 on OPEN your own retail la-

Situation
Wanted

Call Lewis For An Appointment

2 DAY ••

1.10
Waimea
Opportunity

collections Self starter has ing for someone else? Begreat opportunity Apply in come financially indepenperson, Colortyme, 408 N dent. Join Network
12th. Murray. No phone Marketing. The marketing
concept of the future. For
calls
more info, 753-2423,

090

The Opportunities Are Endless!

A

10"

2

sume to Bluegrass Juice
Products, P.O. Box 490,
Benton, KY 42025.
counting experience helpful.
LABORERS and Mainte- Apply in person, Murray, KY.
nance. Now hiring to TRUCK Driver Trainees-

Assistant Manager • Manager in Training

•4

NEW ITEMS • BAKED ITEMS,
MANY QUALITY

carrs DONATED By
LOCAL AND AREA MERCHANTS

Ali PROCEEDS GO IT)ST JOSEPH SCHOoi

THE FUND RAISING EVENT OF THE YEAR! 11
EACH CLASS WILL HAVE
THEIR OWN
"WORK OF ART"
PROJECT
TO BE ALIC710NED
Special Package To Be Asa-none&
Back RI- Popular Demme&
"PARENTS NIGHT OUT" Includes
*flack Again Babysitting By Sister Shellie Of St. Louis
• Cinema Tickets For Two
•Dinner For Two At The "Happy House"
•A Dozen Roses From "King's Flowers"

Make Plans Now To Spend A Fun Action Packed
Afternoon At ST.Joseph Parish Center!
•

AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti Across from
Hitching Post. Dine in or
cony out. Open ail year at
5pm. Closed. Mon and
Tu•s.
474.8119
1-800-649-3804

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A

EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed 489-2303

GRAIN Elevator Management. Progressive grain
company needs elevator
manager in the Murray
area. Excellent opportunity
for the right person Send
resume to Quincy Soybean
Company, Route 1, Dudley, MO 63936 or call
314-967-3662.

9'

16.00 20.00

(
AUCTION
)

IDoors open at 6.001

8"

5.00 10.00

Sonic Is The Fastest Growing Drive In
Restaurant Chain In America

DRIVERS. Over the Road
Van/Flat 35 states 1 year
experience verifiable Start
24-28 cents/mile with 3
years. Benefits. Call
1-800-444-6648.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

T'

inn

The Time Has Never Been Better
To Join -Our Family

(ISO

5" - 6"

1

Wanted

ROUTE SALES! GOOD
PAY' GOOD FUTURE!
GOOD BENEFITS!
025
Schwan's Sales No investment, paid training and exPersonas,
cellent advancement opCHILDLESS loving couple portunities. Must be at least
wishes to adopt white new- 21 years old and have a
born We are committed to good driving/employment
being the best parents. record. Interested? For an
Exp. paid. CALL COLLECT appointment, call
1-800-336-7569 EOE.
516-741-6618.

Lost
And Found

4"

Hop

1-800-648-9664.

050

3"

25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

060

Start up to 26 cents/mile,
tarp/vacation pay, safety
bonus, spouse passenger
program. 401-K retirement.

1-800334-1203

Pumpkin Ples.........$4.25
Fresh Coconut.......$9.95
More great ideas await you
!Ike German Choc, Cake,
Carrot Cake, most popular
chess cake.

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

OTR Drivers. 12 months
experience, 23 years of
age. Hornady Truck Line.

LOST in IGA parking lot
Burgundy and white Home
Interiors zipper bag. Reward for return of bag and
contents_ 753-1392

Thanksgiving Special

470
480
485
480
495
500
510
520

14 APING CENTE

LIENIAMON, TN

2"

1"

r

MUNSON Transportation
now hiring OTR T/T drivers.
Experience only. Secure
company, benefits, top
earnings. $30,000 4- annually Call 800-423-7629,

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

Run.

All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
Si 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday

TRANSPORTATION

Help
Wanted

Notice

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 80% Discount 3rd

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

060

/folk*

foiti
,
14

120
230
250
290
530

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

(Effective Jan 2, 19911

Days

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

•• •

Classified Ad Rates

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

n20

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
Obera Cole Brown,
Route *1, Box 259,
Almo, KY 42020 Deceased, Dewett Brown,
1303 Poplar St., Murray,KY 42071 and Dorothy Brown West,
Route 07, Murray, KY
42071
Co-Executors
Appt. 11-06-91, J. William
Phillips, 104
North Fifth St., Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Homer L. Fairris,
1709 Ryan Ave., Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, James L. Fairris, 409 Carroll St.,
Paris, TN 38242 Executor Appt. 11-06-91,
Sid Easley, 204 South
Sixth St., Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Christine Williams,
Westview
Nursing
Home, 1401 South
Twelfth St., Murray,
KY 42071 Deceased,
Elizabeth
Steward,
Route 01 Box 165, Buchanan, TN 38222, Administratrix Appt. 1106-91, Gary R. Haverstock,
211
South
Twelfth St., Murray,
KY 42071 Attorney.
Leon
Burkeen,
Route 01 Box 728,Dexter, KY 42036 Deceased, Elaine Nimmo,
Route 01 Box 724,Dexter, KY 42036 and
Charles
Burkeen,
Route 03, Murray, KY
42071 Co-Administrator Appt. 11-13-91, David Harrington, 101
South Fifth St., Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Mary L. Marvel,200
Pine St., Murray, KY
42071 Deceased, Corrine Cannon, 16806
Glendale, Cleveland,
Ohio and Marlene M.
Pope, 4116 E. 148th
Street,
Cleveland,
Ohio 44128 Co-Administratrix Appt. 11-1391, Robert 0. Miller,
201 South Fifth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Jessie Lillian Page,
501 South Ninth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Jeanette 0.
Moody, 200 Oliver St.,
Paris, TN. 38242 Executrix, Appt. 11-1391.
Jerry Donald Yearry
Jr., Route 05 Box 556,
Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Jerry Donald
Yearry Sr., Route 05
Box 556, Murray, KY
42071 Administrator
Appt. 11-13-91, Donald
A. Jones, 509 Main St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger IL Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately to corrections can be made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Pri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

010

Lori
Roo

.1Ao
/
r,

753-1916

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380

;

110, a 'Ir.o

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
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RAFFLE DRAWING AT 3:00 P.M.
EVERYONE WELCOME!!
Each Item To Be Sold WW Be NEW QUALIIIAIIMS!!

Friday, November 22nd, 10:00 a.m.
Paris, Tennessee
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan H. Kemp have sold their farm and are moving to
town. They have commissioned Kennon Auction Co. to sell their farm
equipment and other personal property at public auction.
DIRECTIONS: From Paris take Hwy. 69-N.(Mayfield Hwy.)to the Hico/
Whitlock Rd.Turn right and go approx. 1'/2milesto sale site. Signs will be
posted.
-PARTIAL USTINGMce 3000 Ford tractor (with less than 1,700 hrs. - has been shedded);
New Holland Sickle mower; Woods Caded 6ft. bushhog; Good 6 ft. pickup disc w/scallop blades; 6 ft. scraper blade; Hay fork; Ford 2-bottom
plow; 2-wheel homemade utility trailer; Toro 8 h.p. riding mower
(excellent condition); Mac 80 weed eater; Set of side boards for S.W.B.
pick-up; 2 hay rings; Feed trough; Approx. tto bales of hay; Old horse
drawn implements including 2-horse breaking plow; 1 horse flat wing
plow; 1 horse fertilizer drill; Rastus;Coon footed harrow;Potato plow;Old
horse drawn skid; Collars, hames, single trees; Old wagon tongue; Old
hay rake & several old metal wheels.
2 new 17 pc. 1/2 drive socket & wrench sets; Axe; Sledge hammer;
Post hole diggers; Nail puller; Hoes & rakes; Pruners; Log chain; Pitch
fork; New roll of barbed wire; Partial rolls of American wire; Wire
stretchers; Posts (treated & metal); Picnic table; Several folding chairs;
New Sears kerosene heater; Old churns & crocks;Antique iron baby bed;
Wooden high chair; Old cotton scales; Milk can;2-burner coal oil stove;
Old porcelain top kitchen table; Treadle sewing machine base; Old well
pulley; Pile of fire bricks; Pile of fire wood. Many more items too
numerous to list. Make plans to join us.
TERMS OF SALE: Cash or check w •ro• • r identification.

JAMES
...Nu..R. CASH NI

r
ttrALTOF1

REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY 42039
5021 623 8466 Or (502) 673-6388
FAXa 502)623 8885

amWt?3et--1...4
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IZ KENNON CO
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JOE D. KENNON • Auctioneer
Phone 901-642-3750
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CLASSIFIEDS
Horns
Furnishings

keel's
Far Side

•

s

14180 LIBERTY mobile 1 OR 2 Bedroom unfurn
MATCHING couch, love- A FIREWOOD for sale
LASER Turbo XT Compu
home 3br, 2 bets, new 'shed house in county
new
437-4667
Like
chair
ter 512K memory mono- seat and
refrigerator, stove, dis 753-1106, leave message
after
chrome monitor, Epson $325090 753 8791
hwasher, carpet, central
FIREWOOD 436-2744
L-1000 printer mouse. 0.15- 5Cal
H/A Underpinning 8x14
FIREWOOD. green or sea- porch
10re built hutch and printer
Real nice
Apartments
Waterbed
OUEENSIZE
753-5476
soned
stand 759 4119
3548004
Far Rent
Walnut finish bookcase
DELUXE Weider Weight headboard. 6 drawer FIREWOOD kat sake Oak 1989 REPO. 3br. 2 bath
1 2, or 3 I3EDROOM turn
order
Bench Brand new Ongi
pedestal, padded rails, and Hickory Cut to
Free delivery Fireplace fished apartments near
naNy $300 for sale $195
baffled mattress heater, 474 8086 daytime
new carpet, vaulted ceiling MSU 753-6111 days or
Butterfly attachment and liner comforter, $400 753 9808 after 5 30pm
with fan $798 down
753-0606 nights
GE
included
weights
753 1514
OAK, no bark $20 picked $47 98 per week
excellent
1I3R, smell, easy to heat
electric stove
1 800-397-2241
up Murray 436-5560
Near Urwversny $ 185 Plus
condition $150 354 6702
LARGE Selection 12dou- deposit Coleman RE
after 7pm
220
ble aides in stock Easy 753-9896
HUTCH Rebei fireplace in
financing with low-low innice
knobs
Musical
1 or 2 BEDROOMS fully
sari, brass
1 BALE hay hauler hay
terest ratite The Housing
furnished heat and water
$275 753 6918
ring hay fork water trough
Mobile
Dinkins
CONSOLE piano and Leader.
included 759-1999 days,
8tt galvanized gate
bench Howard by Baldwin. Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 East, 759-1743 after 5pm
LOG Homes Over 40 stan
Pans TN 1 800 642-4891
$600 492 8956
dard models Free bro- 354-6094
1 or 2BR apts near downchure Honest Abe Log
repair
and
PIANO tuning
QUALITY Built Energy Et town Murray Also 3 to Mx
Homes Route 1, Box
759 9661
Nowt homes at affordable house 753-4109
Sports
84CK, Moss TN 38575
prices' If you compare qualEquipment
(800) 231-3695
ity, insulation set up and 2BR duplex at 1409B Hill
2-10
GOLF dubs with bag Deer
POST Frame Buildings
options you w find we woad Dr Central H•A apStand 759-1142
30 x4049' erected $5 195
have the best housing pliances furnished,
Macellensous
value Dinkins Mobile $300imo 759 4406
Plus freight Other sizes -PING" Look Alike Man's
CHAPEL in the Valley Gat
available Blitz Builders
Inc Hwy 79 East
DELUXE duplex, 2br,
pro line got dubs, three linburg's Original Wedding Homes
1 800628 1324
1 800-642-4891
iron through pitching Chapel Thoughtful service Pans TN
2bath, central gas heat appliances garage Available
STEEL dome trusses 56. wedge Also one iron. exrendered through music
12/1/91 Coleman RE
heavy duty for a 84'x56' cellent price' For more in- flowers photographs vel
753-9898
formation call 753 3895
dear span building $1500
eos and receptions
753- 7400
1 800-922 4573
TAKING applications for
SMITHWesson 44 map
nun, revolver, Classic COINS and stamps make SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, section 8 rent subsidized
TANNING Beds Wolff Sys
gas Walking dis- apartments 1, 2 3 bed
tem Factory direct Top Hunter new in box $400 wonderful presents invest electric or
college 753 5209 rooms Apply Hilidale Apts
12 gauge Fox Automatic
quality units, Home Corn
meets and hobbies We tance to
Hardin, Ky or call
$300 753 2816 before also feature proof sets
mercial from $995 Irnmedi
502-437-4113 EHO
ate delivery Save big Call 3Pre
silver dollars. coin arid
Business
today' 1 800 223 6743
stamp supplies foreign
Rentals
3-10
money
paper
and
coins
VIRGINIA and Scotch Pine
Rouser
fine selector today 32x93 BUILDING n Dueour
See
Christmas trees also
For Rent
in Murray at Book Rack tted Shopping Center
Firewood
wreaths Opening Novern
(Dixieland Shopping Can- Avail Dec 1, 1991 Heat
her 29 dwell's Christmas AI A FIREWOOD Sea
2.BR house 15 minutes
ter) and Treasure House and sr Fully equipped w•
from Murray Available DeTrees 2 miies oH 121 North seined oak delivered or
at
(Southede Manor) also
electrical wiring and plumb cember
5425/mo
on 1836 435-4.426
pick up 492 8254
Toonerville Trolly Antique irig Excellent location
436-6098
WOOD stove 436 2667
DON T watt unto' won's( to Store On Hazel formerty 753 3018
car38R central gas
get wood We will cut and/ tie Ox Yoke), Mercantile
peted. garage $375/mo «
or split your wood for you (Aurora) and Cssy s Gifts
1900 sq. fl. of storage
and Antiques (Fulton) We
deposit 753-2376
now Ask for John
space or work shop.
buy dare and stamps and
759 9710
Electricity, gas hest,
2 bath stove and
IBR,
2 Bedroom suits 1 Bassett,
appraise estates CHRISTrestrooms and loadrefrigerator furnished
FIREWOOD Delivered, OPHER'S COINS,
1 Designer Livingroom set
ing ramp.
Available December 1 No
$30 Pick up $20
753-4161
Table and chairs Al excel
Cal Allison Photography
pets Deposit $475'mo
436
5598
753-9324
lent condition
753-8009
753-2967
FABRICS•JEWELS•SE
OUINS*PAINTS For your
holiday shirts, lots of new
seasoned fabrics Country
Remnants Hwy 68 641
Draffenville. Marshal Co.
Ky, Mon-Sat, lOarn 5pm

Christmas Auction
641 Auction House
Hwy. 641 N. • Paris, TN
Friday, Nov. 22 6:00 p.m.

$100"

Cash Drawing
Large Selection of Gifts
For Men. Women, Boys & Girls

GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain lop
views Fireplace, balcony,
kitchen indoor pool, Amur's Honeymoon and
Weekend Specials' Free
brochure 1 800 242 4853,
(205) 988 5139

Lignted porcelain houses of all kinds for the
Christmas Village collectors, Santa's of all kinds
& makes, nutcrackers, wicker chairs, rattan
breakfast set consisting oftable & 2chairs, wicker
set consist of love seat, 2 chairs, coffee table and
cushions, large jewelry box floor model, china
cabinet-. Bibles, cologne and perfume for men and
women, wallets, socks, watches, pocket knives,
rolling rulers,steam irons,tools, roll around floor
jack, socket sets, porcelain figurines such as
ducks, unicorns, rabbits, dogs, cats and other
wildlife figurines, water balls, porcelain dolls &
clowns, brass planters, 3 sizes of bicycles, tricycles, skateboards, remote control toys, radio
control toys, collectors die cast metal cars, crawling dolls, crying and laughing dolls, stocking
stutters. stuffed animals, footballs, coloring
books, candy, wrapping paper, bows,silk poinsettias, Christmas wreaths, garlands, ornaments,
trees, musical figurines, nativity sets, plus lots
more All merchandise new and first quality

HEARTLAND Make your
wedding speaal Mountain
Chapel by river romantic
horse 8 carnage Wedding
dresses photography,
video rell64 flowers ac
comodations No lest/No
waning 1 800 264-VOWS
TIME Share Units and
campground member
ships Cheap' Worldwide
selections Vacation Network U S and Canada,
1 800-736 82501305-5662203 Free rental information 305 563 5586

Come do your shopping
at the auction.
S100.00 Cash Drawing
$50.00 to be given away at 6 p.m.
$50.00 to be given away at the end
of the sale.
drawings.
hourly
Plus

For more information
call 901-644-9528.
Gary Pinson
Firm #1682

TOP Sod, good rice dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828, 753-24-46
Bogard Tnicking 8 Excavating Inc

Business

Services
PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investigations gouthiside Shopping Center Suite 8102,
Murray, 753 2641

Mobile
Noose For Sale
1991, 14x70 SOUTHERN
3br. 2 Kill bats, nice
lot $1 6,000 OBO
753-7941 leave message

Saturday, November 23 • 10:00 a.m. 1991
Location — From Paris, TN go North on Hwy. 841 toward
Puryear, TN. About 4 miles on right. Watch for sign. Selling
the tractor,equipment and shop tools of Harvy Hector Estate.
Partial Listing
Hydra Sports,L58VEE w/85 Joh nson w/Pro Trail Trailer. Hummingbird & Lowrance Depth Finder • 850 John Deere Diesel (Model
3T80J)• John Deere 403 Cutter • John Deere 50" Tiller • 5 ft. Box
Blade • Wood Splitter 8 h.p.• Pond Scoop • 12x32 Morgan Building •
18 h.p.. Craftsman Lawn Tractor • 10" Radial Arm Saw(Craftsman)•
12" Radial Arm Saw(Craftsman)• 1000 ft. 3/8" cable on spool • Band
Saw • Poulan Chain Saw(306A)• Rebel Wood Stove • Cutting Torch
and Tanks • Arc Welder (100 amp)• 4 h.p. Gas Air Compressor •
Drilling and Milling Machine • Tap and Die Set • Metal Lathe 9"
South Bend • Atlas Shaper (Metal)• Chain Hoist • Complete Drill
Bit Set Numbered and Lettered • Wagner Paint Sprayer • 110 Air
Conditioner • Topper for L.W.B. Truck • Craftsmen 12" Wood Lathe
-• Wheel Barrow • 5 h.p. Gas Engine • Sears Battery Charger •
Electric Heater • 1/2" Drill • Buffer Grinder • 2 Hydraulic Jacks •
Router • C.B. Booster • 2-Skill Saws • Tool Boxes • 2 Broad Axes •6
Pipewrenches • 2-6 ft. Step-Ladders • 2-20 ft. Extention Ladders •
C-Clamps • Pipe Clamps • Hand Saws • 2 Presser Sprayers • Work
Bench •6" Depth Mic.• Inside Mic.• Combination Square Set• Tool
Makers Microscope • Indicating Micrometer • 10-Cross Ties • Old
Steam EngintirGauge • Socket Sets • Several Wrenches • Hand and
Garden Tools and lots of other items not listed.
For Information and Your Auction Needs Contact

Doug Taylor
AUCTION SERVICE
Puryear, Tennessee

HOUSE for rent or sale
31x, 2 bath, large Inen
groom w/fireplace, diem
groom, large kitchen utility
room, storage room 2 car
garage Located in Coldwa
ter 492 8283

BEAUTIFUL, wooded lots
located approximately 24
miles from city limits reaso
nably priced mobile homes
accepted owner finanang
evadable to qualified buyers Call John Downs at
MTG 753 4000

(901)247-3784

Lic. KY & TN #14415

Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factdry Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

3'0

Livestock
& Supplies
HUDSON Company Saddles. Bridles 8 Horse sup753 6763 or
plies
753 4545
380
Pets
Supplies

Steeleabritten, Inc.

AKC Poodle puppies
$125/ea 4-37-4785
AKC puppies Various
breeds 615-746-5355
AKC yellow Lab puppies
Ready November 25
753 5211

•

14' Wide - 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath,
Only $9,995.00
Furnished
14'x70' - 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath
Remarkable
•
16'x80' 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath,
Sur Buy
24'x44' 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath,
Great Pnce

$13,995.00

$17,995.00
$19,995.00

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESSH

Hwy. 79-E Paris, TN
1-800-533-3568
901-644-0012

TOOL AUCTION
SAT. NOV. 23, 10 A.M.
NEAR MOORE'S CAMP
ated at the .ome of Ted (Bear)
Darnall. From HViY 68 in Marshall Co.,
take HWY 963 (Moore's Camp Rd.) approx.5 miles to Bay View Dr.,turn right
on Bay View go to first house on right.
Bear has sold his service station and no
longer needs his tools. We will sell the
following: Atlas air cond. service center,
parts & accessories, Snap-On tool cabinet &
chest, old electric welder, parts bins &
cabinets. Lots of ignition parts, oil seals,
parts, Sharp electronic cash register, hipressure washer, elect parts washer, radiator flusher, air bumper jack, battery charger, battery checker, oil drainer, transmission & rear end grease pump with meter,
barrel pumps, motor stand, jack stands, 2
transmission jacks,hydraulic jacks, bearing
press, 1/2" & 3/4" air impact wrenches, 3/8
drive air wrench, torque wrenches, 3/8-1/23/4" drive socket sets, all sizes open & box,
end wrenches, pipe wrenches, tire tools (for
truck tires), 45pcs. tap & die set, cylinder
hone,ring squeezers, timing light,creepers,
all kinds of pullers, all kinds of special
wrenches & tools, log chains, lots of nuts &
bolts, auto repair manuals, 3 - 2-wheel
trailers, 2 metal office desks,2 old wood cook
stoves, ant. car jacks,lots of misc,tools, part
& accessories. Come be with us.
LUNCH AVAILABLE.
0\111 ( ill) BY
lift\ SI.:1{V1(.1::
JOHNS'ION
11,11{DIN KY
11111"110NEEI{S
( MULES SI AllKs
P1I .1011\s10\
527 9112
117 11
•-•I II

•wiensamiewwwwwwwww.,-
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PAYMENTS cheaper than
rent-2 bedroom home dining room and utility
Lovely yard iv/trees 203 S
15th $38000 753 3104
for appointment
BRICK 314 bedroom 24
bath Double garage 15
years old with acreage lots
of storage space
753-2223

2BR, 1 bath, newly remodeled Central H/A 1 car
garage, now renting Lynn
Grove, 753 6633
2BR. 1 bath kitchen living
room, dining room large
utility room completely remodeled , carport, central
gas feei 759-9359

BEAGLES, 1 male, 1 female 34 years old
489 2308 after 5pm
BULL Terriers, AKC, 1-5
years. make reasonable offer Paradise Kennels,
753-4106
DAISY Grooming Saturday, by appointment
753-7819
HAPPY Jack Trrvermiade
recognized safe and effective by Center for Veterinary Medicine against hook,
round and tapeworms in
dogs and cats Available
0 T C at Southern States
and better teed stores

2BR brick new carpet, upstairs storage walk out
basement, carport
$39,500 Coleman RE.
753 9898
3BR.2 bath 3 miles East of
town 1750 Sri
groom diningroom oak ca
tenets ceiling fans Beaut
fully decorated 24x24 detached garage $53,000
753 0954
3 OR 4 Bedrooms 1 bath
Gas or electric heat, dis
hwasher, low utilities
swimming pool and deck
carport, 70x210 lot In town
753-1078

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
Grooming
puppies

POODLES, AKC, $125
Paradise Kennels.
753 4106

BEAUTIFUL home on 2
lots Wooded setting 4br, 2
bath brick home, central
gas heat, central air 2 car
attached garage plus
24x24 detached workshop
Priced in the $80's Professional Real Estate
759-1591 days. 753 7955
nights
BRAND new 3br 2 bath
home lust minutes from
town Features greatroom
for easy living Nicely
wooded lot Central gas
heat, central air Priced in
the $70's Professional
Real Estate 759 1591
days. 753 7955 nights

RED sweet potatoes
$10/bushel Call 753 8480
after 6pm or 753 3599
anytime

KEITH BAKER HOMES
"DRIVE A LITTLE SAVE A LOT'
Christmas Comes Early
Fleetwood - Nations #1 Seller

COUNTRY Lein 3bedrm
2batti, 1 acre 3 5 miles
from Murray $49,000 Bob
Perrin RE 759 1881

2BR. 1 bath Good condition 3 miles from Murray on
Coles Campground Rd
753 5484

AKC Golden Retriever puppies, $100 247 2646

PIT Bull
753 4988

Motorcycles

FALL Special All lots in
Lynnwood Heights Subdie
soon 3 3 miles west of Mur
ray Hard surfaced roads
city water, natural gas ca
blevision, reasonably re
Meted Priced from $4500
to $6500 Nice wooded lots
included 753 5841 or
753 1566
thin
Nome
For Sale

753-5341 or 753-1270

1.1..I

Sr

NICE red brick house 4br,
2 bath Whirlpool bathtub,
central H/A lull basement
1008 Main St $600•rno
753 6111 days 753 0606,
nights

PEG'S
753 2915

275

ESTATE SALE

•

Nouns
Fax Reel

Lela
Fax Sets

Want
To Rent

Firewood

470

410

Ill

Public
Sala
FARRIS Auction Company
W Dan Farris AUCtioneer,
P0 Box 149 Hazel, KY
(502) 492-8796'8795 We
appraise and set it all

Estate Closeout
Corner 9th & Poplar
Fri. & Sat.
7-5
Nov. 22 & 23
Antiques, onentals,
old Coke bottles,
household items, milamps,
niature
Jewelry, bulbs &
plants and other
items.
120

Name
Lame
ATTENTION Veterans
Home loans to purchase or
100%
refinance
purchases 90% refinances Phone Clarence
Phillips Mortgage Corn
pany, 1-615684 1029

FAMILY room and large
master bedroom exits to
deck, walk-in closet 2
baths all major appliances,
drapes timberline roof,
brick with vinyl trim, central
Calloway Ave
H/A
753 1152 or 753-3526
$62000
OWNER Says Sell Nice
3br, brick home. minutes
from town Large liengroom. kitchen dining combination, garage, new roof
and new paint outside Pr
iced in the $40's Proles
stone' Real Estate
759 1591 days, 753.7955
nights

470

4 WHEELERS for Kids,
No problem The new Yet
low Jacket Fun Karts are
now in stock with a low
introductory price at Town
8 Country Yamaha Call
753 8078 for more details
LAY AWAY a red black,
green or pink scooter at
Town & Country Yamaha
Call 753 8078 for lay away
details today
SEASON Clearance Bush
Hog 10 gal spot sprayers
with free mounting kit Save
$100 Reserve yours today
at Town 8 Countr
Yamaha Call 753 8078

USA Made Swisher tow
behind 40 inch mowers with
Bhp Boggs Engine Now at
1989 SUZUKI Quad
Racer, 250oc Serious in $795 season ending price
Reserve yours at Town 8
quines only, adult ridden
753-4514 or after 5pm, Country Yamaha in Murray
or call 753 8078
436 5692
Motorcycles

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 1390
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE:
502-437-3026

7.-7/ Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

Mathis Transmission
Service
62.1 N. •1th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday,Nov.22nd,1991 at 1 p.m.at607 South 4th St.,
Murray, Ky. Behind Allison's Photography. Mrs.
Linda Acuff is closing her antique store.
Glass & china - milk glass - other glass - brass - old mirrors - table &
chairs - old pictures - old books & bookcase - small child's chairs straight chairs - metal letters - stone jug - lamp tables - other
furniture. Many items not listed. Not responsible for accidents.
Auction held rain or shine.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
For more information and your auction needs
phone 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.

130

Real
Estate
BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753 1651
or 489-2266
KOPPERUD REALTY of
tons a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
all prices
homes
753 1222. toll free
1 800 251 -HOME Ext
711L
PROPERTY for Sale Corner 101609 Poplar In holiertal block House brick veneer 1650 sq ft Lot
1094115' ideal for medical, dental office, medical
lab or professional office
Immediate possession
753 5300

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

PUBLIC AUCTION

Mrs.
Sat., Nov. 23rd, 1991 at 10 a.m. at the farm home of Mr.&
Ky.
Ralph Lane. From Hazel, Ky.take Hwy.893 to Crossland,
first
to
Crossland
of
west
miles
4
approx.
line
state
Follow
to
road past Lassiter Cemetery. lit road to left. Follow
auction. Watch for auction signs.
Electric stove & ref. - microwave - wood heating stove - table & chairs
& china serving cart - small kitchen appliances - some old glass
flatware - pots & pans - vacuum cleaner - bedroom suite - odd beds couch & odd chair - recliner - color t.v. - wood extension ladder - wheel
barrow - line trimmer -air compressor -300 gal.fuel tank - 3 trailers
1950
(1)
pickup
G.M.C.
1978
(1)
I shop made horse trailer Plymouth car -(1)16'boat, motor & trailer- fiber glass roofing - metal
roofing -central heat and air unit- 16 h.p. Briggs motor - fluorescent
nuts
lights - P.V.C. pipe - brass fittings - electrical parts - scrap metal fishing
cans
milk
motors
electric
wrenches
tools,
hand
& bolts
equipment - lot of new paint - 5 gal. cans of roofing cement- lawn
chairs - water coolers - drag type disc - harrow - electric. guitar &
amplifiers. Many other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licen.ett & Itiniitvii in Ky. & Tn. #12NI

Darrell Beane - Auctioneer #249:1
"mv Sur-rice 1)« wstr't Coist, ii Paps-
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WARNING, Don't buy any
4 wheeler unol you check
the amazing good buys on
new Yamaha overstocks
just in at Town and Country
Yamaha Call 753-8078 for
Lay-away information

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evin
rude OB in excellent condi
bon $1000 Call James at
435-4.425
1985 HONDA Prelude
Blue 5 speed, 99K, power
moon roof factory Bose
cassette $5295 759-9449
1986 BUICK Century Tilt,
cruise, cassette $3400
753-5737

TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks Free pick-up
759-4805 or 436-5322

DATSUN, Toyota, Vol
kswagen pans New and
used Used and rebuilt
5-speed transmissions for
Datsuns and Toyotas
474-0116

1987 DELTA 88 Royale
Brougham Fully equipped
$5200 753-5211
1987 DODGE SE, 4-door,
loaded with extras A-1
condition Must sell
753-8507.
1987 ESCORT GL Station
wagon, 4-speed with air,
low miles, 44,000 Very
good condition See at
Piggly Wiggly front parking
lot, $2495 CaN 753-2079
1989 DODGE Daytona,
39xxx miles, local car, one
owner. 753-9553 after
3Prng7-9I AUTOMOBILES No
$S down-No credit check.
Make low monthly payments.
1-800-365-4714, 24 hrs.

1984 CAMARO Z-28 Must
seN 753-3532

CARS
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'90 Toyota Carr....$10,987
91917
'91 Corolla
11 ford TITUS LWag... 98,987
$7,487
'91 Chevrolet
'90 fad Ttrus a
'89 Toyota Cr!SSidi.-- $14,417
19 Toyota Corolla OX....$7,217
910,917
19 Toyota
'88 Dodge kits Vign.......setici
17 NiSSifl Waiima ......... $6,781
17 Maid!
95,987
'87 Honda
'97 Toyota Corolla FX
'V Pont. Gr. Ara ............$1117
'9/ Mercury
$3,917
17 Olds Cutlass Sup...95,487
18 Chevy Cavalier /24...94,717
16 iluda 323................ $3,217
15 Pontiac Gr, Arai
15 Chrysler LeBeon....... $2,987
'95 Toyota Cressida.... $4,917
'15 Toyota Cory LE.... 95,487
14 Bud Centry
14 Toyota Corolla .......... $4,917
12 Nissan Sentra ........... $2,987
12 Olds Delta 18
12 Toy.
'81 lif1C0i1 To U....92,987
11 Honda
$1,917
75 Mercedes 231............$3,987

TRUCKS
11 Nissan 412 Rill ........$7,987
'90 Ford BPX103H
I0 Toyota 04...........$11,217
'18 Ford Range Xl.T.....95$87
'81 Toyota 412
95487
'87 Plymouth Voyager LE...4987
17 Fad krosts 11T... $7,717
19 Dodge Ram 100.-9081
16 Toyota
$5,987
'86 Ford D150
96,987
16 Toyota
I Ford Bronx LT 414....$1,S€7
15 Dodge Ram
'85 GIC Cony. Van
15 Chevy SiNeraJo,...... $5,987
15 Cheri Blaier
$5,987
14 Toy. Egt4 ......$4,917
14 Toyota
14 Dodge Ram
10 Dodge O'501 ..............$1,717
Aubeei Hatcher
Bill Calved Greg Bradshaw
Tom Munn
Chris Bearden
Chad Cochran

ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
763-0113.
AUTO LOANS No credit
checks, no down payment,
'87-91 models Simple and
easy 1 -800-833-5389, 24
HRS
BEAR'S Audio, formerly
World of Sound Why settle
for less than the best' CD
players are HOT High
power tuner and CD indash, $29995. Shop and
compare, 30yrs of sales
and service. Repair on all
car stereos Lay-a-way for
Christmas 222 S 12th,
Murray 753-1107,
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.
CHRYSLERS, BMW's,
Fords, etc. 1987-1991.
Foreign and domestic no
money down, no credit
check Buy the car, truck,
van, or 4-wheel drive vehicle of your choice regardless of past credit historyguaranteed Only requirement is your ability to pay.
1-800-877-5868

1979 BLUE Conversion
Van No rust, air, cruise,
excellent condition, loaded
w/extras Runs super.
436-2858
1987 FORD E-150 Cargo
Van Looks and runs great
$2,950. Phone Frankfort,
502-875-.4050
or
502-875-1844.

1987 DODGE Ram 150
4x4 swb, red, 318-V8, air
cond, am/fm stereo, lots
more New 31/11 50X 15
tires on 8 aluminum
wheels 40,xxx act miles,
bel of factory warranty
available Asking $8500
OBO Anthony, 498-8912
after 5 30pm

FOR sale or trade 1971
Chevy Pick-up A/C, tilt,
good for restoring
759-1777 after 5pm
IMPORT Auto Parts new
and used parts Datsun
Toyota, VW 1976 Datsun
pick-up, 1980 Toyota Celice 474-0116

1975 AIRSTREAM 31ft ,
rear bath, Michelin bras,
alloy whet*, awnings allaround. Road ready
753-0114

TOYOTA
75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor Excellent
Condttion $700 Call
James at 435-4425

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
tions Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

same day service Call
436-5255
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn , 753-0530
WE do wallpapering, painting, cleaning, etc Experienced and references Ask
for Mary 502-753-7941
WELL pumps pulled and

ROCKY COLSON Home serviced Leave message,
Repair Roofing, siding, 474-8826.
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand dirt driveWILL do yard work, pick-up
way rock 753 4 545,
leaves, tree removal and
753-6763
yard mowing Free estiSEWING machine repair
mates. 436-2528
Kenneth Barnhill
WILL
do yard wort of any
753-2674.
kind. Also, wood ON sale.
SHEETROCK finishing, 759-4401. Ask for John.
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation.
Day or nite, 753 5484,
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Clean- $10,000 REWARD! I am
ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main looking for older Fender,
Street 753-6111 office, Gibson Martin, Gretsch,
753-0606 after 5pm.
Rickenbacker guitars and
will pay up to $10,000 for
THE Gutter Co Seamless
certain models Please call
aluminum gutters, variety
Crawford White at
of colors. Licenced, in1-800-277-0949, Nashsured. Estimate available.
ville, TN.
759-4690.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE about a student's tuition.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Go
The monthsjust ahead can be a period ahead and speak up at a business
of great personal growth. Those con- meeting. An authority figure will be
templating a job change could see impressed with your ideas. Origitheir dreams come true early in 1992. nality counts big with influential
Beware of jumping at the first offer people. Give serious thought to
you receive! Influential people will forming a new alliance.
be impressed by your high standards.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
The family circle Will expand by close professional relationship gets a
September. A trip to the altar is pos- big boost. Tackle tasks that require
sible late next year. Keep in closer careful attention to detail.' Friends
touch with old friends.
prove their loyalty. Say "goodbye"
CELEBRITIES BORN ON to someone who plays games in roTHIS DATE: actress Jamie Lee mance.
Curtis,
comedian
Rodney
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21): An
Dangerfield,tennis star Boris Becker, old friend gives you new insights
director Arthur Hiller.
regarding a problem. Make a firm
ARIES(March 21-April 19): An choice after conducting your own
old friend helps you develop a special research.Double-check any financial
talent. Larger paychecks are possible. figures to prevent costly mistakes.
A job interview or business conferSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ence goes better than you expected. 21): A real estate matter requires
Dance the blues away tonight.
prompt attention. Your pride of
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): ownership comes to the fore. Use the
Look for new ways to showcase your weekend to spruce up your property.
talents. Family members need to Cast shyness overboard if you want
know exactly where they stand. A more friends. Mingle!
candid conversation proves fascinatCAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
ing. You are amazed by a younger A good day to talk directly-with people
person's ideas.
in authority. Consult your doctor,
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): lawyer or public officials. Setting
Postpone travel. Others look to you new priorities will help you make
for guidance in time of crisis. A better use of your time.
positive attitude will help you work
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
wonders when dealing with a stubborn You may want to invest in something
individual.
that your intuition says will be fiCANCER (June 21-July 22): Do nancially rewarding. Mate is supnot allow jealousy to get the upper portive. Your earning power is about
hand today. An extravagant romantic to get a welcome boost. Count your
gesture could put a severe strain on blessings!
your budget. Pursue your aims quiPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
etly. A period of solitude proves Make certain to keep up with your
welcome.
work today. A supervisor could be
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A co- more difficult than usual. Your
worker may be jealous of your ideas. imagination may be working overKeep your plans under wraps. A full time where romantic partner is confinancial recovery is part of the pic- cerned.
ture. A loan or grant relieves worries
TODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent,energetic and restless — always
ready to try something new. Wise parents will help them find constructive
ways to channel their energy. Gifted writers, these Sagittarians make outstanding journalists or public relations counselors.They have a special talent
for putting things in the best possible light. Skittish about making a serious
commitment,they tend to marry later in life. They enjoy children but usually
have only one or two of their own.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
ape SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Breed)
7515940

(To order a revised and updated copy of leantDixon'sDixon' best-selling book "Yesterday.Today and Forever:
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place tn God's Plan," send $8.95 plus $1 postage and handling to
Dixon, c/o Andrews and McMeel, P0. Box 419150, Kansas City, Mo, 64141. Make checks payable to
Andrews and McMisel.)

Roy Hill
Backhoe Service

Specializing in
•Septic Tanks
•tiewers
•Foundat ions
•Ilauling, etc.
(502) 759-46(i1

Too Good To Pass Up
Entire

Entire Stock

Jeans
lick
s

25% off
Reg 30" to 513"
Sunset Blues, Zena, Breaker and More.

6999

9999 12999
Reg. 112" to 275'

Peter Popovitch
BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing. Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks. 30yrs. experience
13yrs. in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

1/4 off
Reg. 1500 to 31°
'

California Ivy Coordinates

1/4 off

CHIMNEYS 'R Us.
Licensed Sweeps. Specializing in fireboxes, chimneys, dampers, general
home improvements and
repairs All work guaranteed Call Tim at 753-7350

Entire Stock

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and ser
vice. Call Gary at
759-4754DAVIDSON Roofing and
Construction Special
winter rates 30 years experience Written guarantee Local references
753-5812
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs,additions and blow
mg ceilings 753-4761
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753 7203

Handbags

Entire Stock

CHIM Chin) Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191.

CONVERT your old home
movies into video tape A
great holiday gift idea Reasonable prices Cat Purchase Video Productions today 753-7745
1989 GMC SLE Sierra 350,
auto, loaded $9000
753-6469 nights

PAINTING Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paintAAA Additions Decks, ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
vinyl siding, carpentry floor covering No job too
work, house and floor level- small 436-2052
ing, drive-ways. 40+ years
experience. Free esti- HANDYMAN will do plumbmates. Call collect ing electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
901-247-5173.
753-9838
ABLE Services Carpentrywe finish basements, attics_ HANDYMAN, electrical,
Do electrical, plumbing, carpentry, plumbing, roofweather-proofing, under- ing remodeling Good work
pinning, chimney sweep- for a good price 759-9348
ing, hauling, tree work, etc HAULING, yard work, tree
(Odd Job Specialist ) removal, mowing Free es436-2868.
timates 759-1683
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- INSULATION Blown In By
try, remodeling, porches, Sears TVA approved
roofing, concrete, drive- Save on those high heating
ways, painting, mainte- and cooling bills Call Sears
nance, etc Free estimates. 753-2310 for free estimate
489-2303
KITCHEN CABINET REANY remodeling, painting COVERY existing doors &
& roofing. References. frames with woodgrain for759-1110.
mica, all colors. Free estiAPPLIANCE REPAIRS - mates. Wulff's Recovery
Factory trained by 3 major Murray. 436-5560.
manufacturers Most parts GALLIMORE Electric
in stock, on my truck All Licenced for commercial
work and parts warranted
and residential Free estiAsk for Andy at The Ap- mates No jobs too big or
pliance Works, 753-2455
too small 759-1835
APPLIANCE SERVICE
LITVVILLER Building Farm
Kenmore, Westinghouse, and residential set-up for
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- large projects Our busiperience Bobby Hopper, ness is built on quality.
436-5848
382-2214.
BACKHOE Service - ROY MURRAY Fence Co Chain
HILL. Septic system, drive- link fence, dog kennels, reways, hauling, foundations, sidential, commercial. Free
etc. 759-4664.
estimates. 753-9785 or
E3ACKHOE service David 753-3254.
Burkeen Septic systems, PAINTING or Window
basements, foundations, Cleaning Experienced
driveways, gravel, dirt
Good references Reasonsand, mulch, rip rap plac- able Rates 759-9708
ing 474-2103
PAINTING interior and exterior Quality work. Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley. 759-4555

BULLDOZING and backhoe. 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available
1986 ISUZU pick-up
4-speed, good condition
489-2249

GERALD WALTERS
Rooting vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 489 2267

PLUMBING repairman with

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816. 753 0495

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth.call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)

Services
Offered

1/4 off
Reg. 15°'to 138'

Reg 32" to 72"

Jewelry

20% off

lsotoner

Reg. r° to 80°
'

Hosiery

Playtex
Holiday Sala

Buy 2
Get i Free

25% off

IS Hour, Gross Your Head. Undermine',

Lingerie & Loungewear

1/4 to 1/3 off

Selected

.

Reg 1 0'to 80"

Accessories

1/4 off

Shoes

25
,off

Reg 32"to 49"
Dressy & Casual Styles

Hats, Scarves, Gloves, Belts
Reg 10°'to 46'
°
by Bra Blase Ut Gleerbome, Ivotorter and more

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GALLOWAY Roofing Specializing in new roofs, reroofs and tear offs Guaranteed
work
502-753-94l

Court Square, Murray

Open 9:30-5:00 Daily, Friday till 8:30, Sunday 1 0O-5:
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Looking Back

History

day of 1991. There are 40 days
Today is Thursday. Nov. 21, the 325th
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
A. Edison announced the invention
On Nov. 21, 1877, inventor Thomas
a "talking machine."
d
dubbe
he
of his phonograph, which
On this date:
state to ratify the U.S.
In 1789, North Carolina became the 12th
Constitution.
sworn in as the first woman
In 1922, Rebecca L. Felton of Georgia was
.
Senate
U.S.
the
of
to serve as a member
" starring Ethel MerIn 1934, the Cole Porter musical "Anything Goes, r in New York.
Theate
Alvin
the
at
man as Reno Sweeney, opened
in Islamabad, Pakistan, setIn 1979, a mob attacked the U.S. Embassy
following rumors the
cans,
Ameri
two
killing
ting the building afire and
Grand Mosque in
the
er of
U.S. and Israel were involved in the takeov
Mecca.
Grand Hotel-Casino in
In 1980, 87 people died in a fire at the MGM
Las Vegas.
s tuned in to the CBS
In 1980, an estimated 83 million TV viewer shot JR." (It turned
"who
out
find
to
as"
"Dall
opera
prime-time soap
Mary Crosby.)
out to be Kristin Shephard, played by analyst Jonathan Jay Pollard
igence
intell
Navy
In 1985, former U.S.
+as arrested, accused of spying for Israel. of Commons were teleIn 1989, the proceedings of Britain's House
vised live for the first time.
entalists charged in conTen years ago: The trial of 24 Muslim fundam
ent Anwar Sadat began
Presid
ian
Egypt
of
n
inatio
nation with the assass
in Cairo.
ded President ReaFive years ago: CIA director William Casey defen ns with the House
sessio
-door
closed
during
Iran
gan's secret arms sales to
and Senate Intelligence Committees.
Arabia. where he conOne year ago: President Bush arrived in Saudi
Junk-bond finanemir.
exiled
t's
Kuwai
and
Fahd
ferred with Saudi King
counts, was
felony
six
to
cier Michael R. Milken, who had pleaded guilty ten years in prison.
to
York
New
in
sentenced by a federal judge
Musial is 71. ActressToday's Birthdays: Baseball hall-of-farner Stan
is 57. Actress Marbill
Luckin
nce
singer Vivian Blaine is 70. Actor Laure
51. Actress Juliet
is
ova
Makar
a
Natali
dancer
io Thomas is 54. Ballet
er
s-sing Lorna Luft is 39.
Mills is 50. Actress Goldie Hawn is 46. Actres
is to triumph without
risk
t
withou
Thought for Today: "To conquer
-1684).
(1606
ist
dramat
French
lle,
glory." — Pierre Cornei

Goshen and Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Churches will
Appropriation of net revenue
r a Thanksgiving service on
sponso
from Hospital Gift Shop to the
Nov. 22 at Kirksey church.
recently created Murray-Calloway
Twenty years ago
County Hospital Auxiliary received
Calloway County Jail
The
the approval of the Hospital Board
a high rating from John R.
ed
receiv
at its meeting.
Consultant, after his
Jail
,
Adams
Rick Springfield, rock singer,
the jail, according to
of
inspection
will present a concert on Nov. 22
ed by County Judge
receiv
letter
a
at Murray State University Field
. Huel C. (WhimMiller
0.
Robert
red
House. The event will be sponso
for Calloway
jailer
the
is
Jones
py)
by Murray State University Center
County.
Board.
Joe Eugene Tarry III, son of Mr.
Dr. John D. Mikulcik, professor
Mrs. J.E. Tarry, received his
and
of agriculture at Murray State Uniof Philosophy degree in
Doctor
versity, will present a paper, "The
ion from Florida State
educat
music
Effects of Modifying A Fragipan
assee, Fla. He is
Tallah
sity,
Univer
Soil in Western Kentucky" at 73rd
tment of JefDepar
head of Music
annual meeting of American SocieCollege,
Union
State
Davis
ferson
ty of Agronomy in Atlanta, Ga.,
Ala.
on,
Brewt
Nov. 29-Dec. 4.
Linda Arnold, daughter of Mr.
Oak Grove Cumberland PreMrs. Joe H. Arnold and freshand
sbyterian, Locust Grove Church of
at Murray State University, is
man
Mt.
y,
Kirkse
and
the Nazarene,
MSU Varsity InterCarmel, ML Hebron, Coldwater, a member of
Ten years ago

Collegiate Volleyball Team.
Mr. and Mrs. Euphrey Cohoon
were married for 50 years on Nov.
19.
Thirty years ago
Major James M. Lassiter, Major
William E. Dodson and Lt. Ottis P.
Valentine are Murray army officers
now on active duty with 439th
Civil Affairs Company, Ft. Gordon,
Ga.
Army Pvt. Ronald G. Kline, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard P. Kline,
is serving with 517th Artillery,
Union Lake, Mich.
The seventh set of twins for
1961 at Murray Hospital was born
this morning. They were twin girls
to Joe Dick and Wanda Farmer
Dick.
Mrs. 011ie Brown and Mrs. Ila
Douglass presented a program on
"Seed Beds, Herbs and Conservation" at a meeting of Nature's
Palette Garden Club held at home

of Mrs. Henry Hargis.
Forty years ago
Harry J. Fenton, president of
Murray Hosiery Mills, was elected
as a director of Associated Industries of Kentucky at a meeting held
at Louisville.
Elected as officers of Kirksey
Senior 4-H Club were Marilyn
Walker, Aleta Cunningham, Shelby
Parker, Janice Cain, Joe Ellis and
Datha Short.
Mrs. H.P. Wear and Mrs. Elmus
Beale presented a program on
"American History and Thanksgiving" at a meeting of Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution held at
the home of Mrs. W.S. Swann.
The Rev. and Mrs. J.H. Thurman
attended the annual meeting of
General Association of Kentucky
Baptists held at Bowling Green. He
represented the Blood River Baptist
Association.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: My parents have
been married for 16 years. I am 21.
My first mother died. Mom and Dad
have always had a trusting relationship.
Mom has been working for a law
firm for the past seven years. Lately
she's been spending a lot of time
with her boss. It's gotten to the point
where "Pete" — her boss — will pick
her up and drive her to work every
morning, then he brings her home
after she has worked late. They go
out to lunch together nearly every
day.
For the past two weeks, Mom has

worked late every night and she's
gone in on Saturday to "help him
out." Pete is married,too. Yesterday
he gave her a single long-stemmed
rose.
I don't dare say anything to either
parents,so I'm asking for your
my
of
advice. My younger brothers have
both asked me ifI thought something
was going on between Mom and her
boss. I've always said,"No way," but
now I think differently. I hate feeling this way. I love both my parents
dearly, but I think Mom is taking
advantage ofDad's trust in her.
CONFUSED DAUGHTER

DEAR CONFUSED: You and
Mom are overdue for an adultlevel mother/daughter chat. Do
not make accusations; confide
your feelings, and explain that
your brothers are uncomfortable
with the amount of time she has
been spending with her boss —
and they are asking questions
for which you have no answers.
It is possible that your
mother's relationship with her
boss is strictly business. And,
since no attempt was made to
hide the rose, it is also possible
that it was given as a token of

Daily Comics
By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

gratitude — nothing more. So
give your mother the opportunity to set the record straight.
DEAR ABBY: Three years ago,
my husband died of cancer. He was
only 39 years old. We had a wonderful marriage, but so many times the
comment was made by individuals
who had gone through a divorce,"It
has to be much easier losing your
husband through death than losing
a mate by divorce."
How cruel and wrong could anyone possibly be! This comment was
made several times shortly after my
husband had died, and I still hear it
today.
What do you make of it, Abby?
You may use my name.
MYRA WATKINS,
GOODLAND, KAN.
DEAR MYRA: Those who
would make such an insensitive
comment probably intended to
comfort you. (Like those who
would say to a woman who had
recently experienced a miscarriage, "Don't be sad — you're
better off; maybe something
would have been wrong with the
baby had you carried it to term.")
However, losing a cherished
mate through divorce is
oftentimes similar to a death —
the death of a dream that was
too short-lived, or didn't work
out.

CALVIN and HOBBES

*5*

To get Abby's booklet "How to Write
long.
Letters for All Occasions," send a
pe,
business-size, self-addressed envelo
($4.50
plus check or money order for $3.95
Booklet,
in Canada)to: Dear Abby. Letter
61054.
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III.
(Postage is included.1
5**

Abby's
People are eating them up! For
businessfavorite recipes, send a long,
plus check
size, self-addressed envelope, Canada)
in
or money order for $3.95($4.50
P.O. Box 447,
to: Dear Abby,Cookbooklet,
(Postage is
Mount Morris, iii. 81054.
included.)

CATHY
ACTUALLY HAVE 1
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TO 8E 'SORRY, TOO, ELECTRA

i
i OUR LONE WHEN 4 PARKE UP!

API 006 ALWAYS
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) RELATIONNOP

.. AND
IS BETTER
EquiPPEO
TO DEAL
MTH THE

THAN MY 804FR1E140 COE 5

1

Dr. Gott
his first
His wish for life granted, the Visible Man takes
steps into the real world — not suspecting that
most people, upon seeing him, would either
faint or throw up.

Crosswords
AC1101111

FOR BETTER Or FOR WORSE
',"olfsi:.;TO
::fylt4)LiS6 BEFOffE- WE
SHES
31.4)
usiG To BE- INV,
EVERVirtiNG.
41

1 Begin
6 Cook Over
hot coals
11 Calling
12 List
14 The sweetsop
15 Mental
images
17 Proceed
18 Fruit seed
19 Besmirch
20 Drink slOwty
21 Teutonic
deity
22 Clocked
23 Wild plum
24 Cut
26 Aches
27 Imitated
28 Praise
29 Melodies
31 Attainment
of fame
34 Arrow poison
35 Anouk 36 As far as
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TNIS 15 MY REPORT ON
THE FLU EPIDEMIC OF 1918
DURIN6 WORLD WAR I

24
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THIS REPORT MY DO6
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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ERUPTl
PASTE

1 Sarcasm

I T
PAS

2 Allowance
for waste
3 Roman
bronze
4 Note of scale
5 Decorated
6 Bakers
product
7 Bellow

8 Forerunner of
CIA
9 Tag player
10 Foreign —
11 Sleeveless
cloaks
13 Lassoes

11

11

III

Ill

HE WAS THERE !
29
34
3'
40

L
EEL
NAY

16 Legal
document
19 Fathers
20 Playground
apparatus
22 Inclian tent
23 Soy —
25 Weather10
9
8
7
6
cocks
5
4
3
2
1
26 Measured
13
steps
121111
28 Moves
clumsily
17
15
16111
29 Ocean
movements
20
30 Joins
191111
together
23
31 Window
22111.
frame
26
part
11
11
25
32 Accumulates
33 More painful
28
27
35 Boring tool
33
38 Bundle
39 Grow weak
hiI•UillllIl 36
41 Goddess of
healing
32I.
35lUll
42 Container
39
38
44 Greek letter
46 Babylonian
42
deity
411111
46
45

11111

14

PEANUTS

37 Underworld
god
38 Incandescent
lights
39 "Search —
Tomorrow '
40 Latin
conjunction
41 King of birds
42 Reveal
43 Pertaining
to old age
45 Schoolbook
47 More certain
48 Wise persons

II

II

44III
47

111

48

1111

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Five years ago I
was diagnosed with paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia. I took
medication for two years and recently chose to stop it. Now, about every
two months, I have an episode where
my heart rate will suddenly double
before returning to its regular rate.
My doctor says not to worry. Is he
right?
DEAR READER: To a large degree, my answer depends on your age
ence
and the symptoms you experi
when your heart rate increases.
Paroxysmal SVT is a rapid pulse
due to disruption of the normal cardiac pacemaker, usually caused by arteriosclerosis. Many people occasionally have short bursts of SVT(three or
four beats) of which they are totally
unaware. This may be discovered by
accident during routine testing and
requires no treatment
However, when the SVT occurs frequently. is prolonged or causes symptoms of weakness, palpitations, light
headedness or shortness of breath,
preventive therapy (with drugs such

as beta-blockers or calcium-channel
blockers) may be necessary. SVT is
most likely to cause symptoms in the
elderly, in whom it can also lead to
angina because the heart muscle is
deprived of oxygen. In such cases,
treatment is mandatory
Since you are aware of your attacks
of SVT, I think you should receive
treatment — especially if you are
over 60 years of age However, I am
not a cardiologist, nor do I have access to information in your medical
records Nonetheless, I am concerned
that you were prescribed medicine
for two years. chose to stop it and are
now having symptoms This indicates
to me that your SVT is worsening —
or at least hasn't improved
In order to resolve this issue. I suggest you obtain an additional opinion
from a cardiologist Such a specialist
will review your records and may test
you further with a stress test and/or a
Holter monitor (a measurement of
your pulse for a 24-hour period). Then,
armed with more data, the cardiologist can advise you further about
whether or not preventive therapy is
indicated.
0sit Nes/seamen vempanir Awl
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• Downdraft Ventilation
• Indoor Grilling
• Grill Assembly
Included
• Sell-Cleaning Oven
• Electronic Clock
with timer

Buy a GE TV or VCR,or both,
and get up to $150* in U.S. Sayings Bonds.

Model GSD580P
4 cycles7 options. POTSCRUBBER
cycle. Energy saver "heat-off"
(frying option. 10-year full warrants
on PermaTufl tub and door liner.

• Free-standing or
Slide.in
Installation
Designer Line Electric Model S136

•Offer good on purcht ISOS made between August 29-November 30.
Ask your dealer ford etails. Savings bonds will be worth $100 or
$50 at maturity. To ix.ceive a $100 bond, you must purchase model
46GW952,46GW951 or 31GT656.To receive a $50 bond,you must
purchase model 27 GC804, 26GC751, 27GT612, VG4012 or
VG4218.

EUREKA UPRIGHT
Model 1432
• Powerful Motor
•Carpet Height
Adjustment
•Dual Edge Kleener 4
•Power Driven Beater
Bat Brush Roll
•Top Loachn9 Large
Capacity Disposable
Dust Bag

Float- Samples &
One-of-a-Kind
VG7675-Stereo .Remote
VG7510-Remote.On Screen
Display
VG7685-Hifi Stereo
Remote OSD

WAS

NOW

$399

$269

$289

4.89

$369

$289

VHS CAMCORDER
MODEL CG650
• Variable High Speed Shutter
• 2 Lux Low Light Performance

$991

SAVE S40

26GT642-26" S t,ereo
46GW950-46" stereo Big Screen

$499
$399
$2,294 $1,799

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric, Jenn Air & RCA Appliance Dealer In Murray

212 East Main Street

Murray

753-1586
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and $4000 More

F
OF
Suggested Retail Prices

STOREN1711)
Featuring
Clayton Marcus - Broyhill - Lane
Sealy - Craftmaster - King Hickory
Benchcraft - Cochrane - Chromcbraft
•

*** THREE BIG

*

Thursday - Friday - Saturday
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. beginning Nov. 21st
Closed Wednesday

40% OFF

Table Top Accessories

Including
Brass - Crystal - Ceramics - Florals
All Sales Final - All Sales Cash or Immediate Financing
On The Spot Financing With 90 Days Same As Cash

CRASS FURNITURE
103 So. 3rd

Downtown Murray

753-3621

•
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